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Ames releases report
President Ames has released a "working paper"
on the goals and direction of the College to the
faculty and the administration. The full text ls
printed on pages four and five. The President.
emphasized both in the report and in an interview
that this report is solely a "starting point."
He explained that the question he raises in the
report will be considered by the entire community
for the formulation of a statement of Conn.'s
purpose and role.
Hestated that the problem will be considered by
the academic policy committee or a special ad-hoc
committee, in order to obtain input from all
campus constituencies.
According to Ames, the matter is "now up to a
planning group. I've raised the types of questions
we should address."
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Two week suspension
By].

1976

reinstituted

B. for repeated offenders

Margaret Watson, Dean of
These students are not supby ADDeRobillard
Student
Affairs states, "I'm
posed to be allowed to register
The Judiciary Board is reinsupportive of the idea. It would
but
this
has
not
been
the
case.
stituting a policy of recomnot be taking away their chance
With the removal of the need to
mending a two week suspension
at an education but would be
check
in
at
the
accounting
table
as a punitive measure. The
denying them a privilege." She
at registration these students
decision was made at a Judiciary
believes that up till now "there
passed
through
registration
Board policy meeting Sunday
has not been a clear unwithout
challenge.
The
Board
is
night.
derstanding that there are some
asking the Registrar through
This move is an attempt to deal
people who can't live in dorPresident
Ames
for
cooperation
with those students who are
mitories because of antisocial or
in the enforcement ci. this policy.
repeated minor offenders. Leslie
intolerable behavior."
Students
who
have
bills
outas the reasoning behind it. He Margolin,
Judiciary
Board
by Anne Robillard
Dean Watson continued, "This
standing are being given the
believes that physical plant has Chairman, explained the motives
Tbe conflict
between
th,
is a chance to think of the hardchance
to
contest
the
bill
or
pay
now "established
a working
behind these and other JB policy
Judiciary Board and physical
ship these students are imposing
it. Failure to do so will result in a
agreement with the Judiciary
changes, "There is a seeming
plant over the billing procedure
on other students. Students must
recommendation
by
JB
of
a
two
for property
damage
was Board and accounting which is lack of respect on the part of week suspension.
be concerned about their neighthat we recognize that the cost of some elements on campus and
resolved at a recent Student
bors, if they're not their cases
The Board also considered a
labor with respect to repairs is though we can't change the atGovernment
Association
must be heard and judged by
number
of
other
problems.
legitimate.' ,
titude here, we're responsible to
their peers." ..
meeting.
Margolin
stated
that
"JB
is
He
explained
that
by
keeping
see the sytem works."
Leroy Knight, treasurer of the
The Board is also considering
looking
into
the
possibility
of
better records "we've discovered
According to Margolin the two
college, attended the meeting and
pressing
charges
against
residential suspensions to' deal
when questioned by JB Chair- that we are generating enough week suspension had, for the with students who are residential
students
lor a breach
01
most part, been done away with
man, Leslie Margolin, he ex- hours in the repair of vandalism
matriculation - noncompliance
problems."
Under
this
policy
for the hiring of a full time per- in favor of semester suspensions.
with Judiciary Board procedure
plained the change in billing
son, about 150 hours per month."
However, since suspension for a students who are cotinual dorm
or the Honor Code. MargoUn
policy. The new policy s~tisfies
problems
could
be
faced
w...ith
\he
Since these repairs take away
semester is such an extreme
stated, "'though \\ ...ou\n"" narn
the Judiciary Board's previous
necessity
ot
mov\ng
oU
CaID\lus
from maintenance Mr. Knight
measure it was applied only tn
\0
\)r eve
\.t 'Wou\~ C01.\ctat:1.\
tor
a
penod
ot
time
at
the
req,uest
complaints.
believes "vandalism is a proper the most serious cases. 'The
continued
on
Daile .\neen
The problem arose when the
Judiciary Board used censures, .. at JB.
thing to charge:'
When van;
Judiciary Board Questioned dalism is clear the bill will in- which Margolin termed, ",laps
physical plant's standard billing
on the wrist" as a disciplinary
clude both the costs of labor and
procedure which billed students
materials.
measure.
for replacement materials and
The punitive
two week
Knight says that he recognizes
labor costs without making a
the fact that we all have ac- suspension is also being condistinction between vandalism
cidents and this is why students 'sidered as a standard punishand accidental damage.
who are billed for accidental
ment for students who fail to pay
Dean of the College, Dean Cobb.
The Judiciary Board deterby Dudley Flake
damage will only be charged for
To be considered
for the
property damages. Acc~rding to
mines when a student should be
Carol Ann Spe!!cer and Michael
the materials. Knight explained
Margolin only one student who
FellowshiPs, interested students
billed but they wanted to make
were asked to submit written
that the money generated
was billed last semester paid by Collier are the two Conn College
the
distinction
between
proposals of their plans for the
through the payment of these
the due date - the last day of the students chosen as recipients for
deliberate
and
accidental
awards. These proposals were
bills is kept aside for use "exsemester and there are bills out- the 1976 Thomas J. Watson
damage in billing the student ..
then reviewed by the committee,
clusively" in' the repair of vanstanding from spring semester of Fellowship Awards.
In an interView, Mr. Knight
Carol Ann Spencer, a senior
and personal fnterviews were
dalism.
last year.
from Princeton, New Jersey, is a
also required to enable the appolitical and visual Sociology
plicants to elaborate on their
major. She plans to pursue a
proposals.
career in photojournalism, and
Applicants were evaluated on
will use the fellowshjp to do a the significance, imaginatio~,
photo-essay in Haiti on the sccioand practicality
of their
'economic conditions of that
proposals. The applicants were
'then graded on a Hi point scale
their belief that the needs of
Board, and the House Councils country. The title of her wn~ten
with ,each member of the comstudents were not being met by
were the functions considered to proposal was "Photojournal~
The
elimination
of the
and Socioeconomic Conditions.
mittee castinll one vote.
executive branch of Student
the SGA in its present form.
be essential.
Michael Collier, a senior from
The proposal suggested the
The Judiciary Board and Social
Government Association,
as
The four applicants with the
elimination 'of all SGA branches
Board were generally considered Phoenix, Arizona, has consuggested by Ken Crerar ('77) at
highest point average were then
structed an interdisciplinary
except what were termed, "the
to be successful in meeting
the all student forum on March
chosen to be interviewed in onemajor, as did Ms. Spencer, called
31 met with some support from
essential
workings. ..
The
student needs.
hour sessions by a representative
Literature;
Its Theory and
others attending. The faction
Judiciary
Board
the Social
The forum was called by Practice. The title ci.his proposal
of the Thomas
J. Watson
,
President of SGA, Rick Allen to
supporting this suggestion voiced
Foundation.
The
two
finalists
Role of Small
discuss the increase in vandalism was "The
were then chosen to be inMagazines
and
Presses
In
" and student apathy. He explained
terviewed by .
HlstorywhY he believed the SGA is an National Literary
The two Fellows will be exEngland
and
Ireland."
He
plans
,
important organization needed
pected to maintain contact with
to
use
his
a
ward
to
do
literary
, ,
bY the students.
the Foundation
during their
'"
, ,He pointed out that though it work in Engllind and Ireland next
period abrOlid and must submit to
-1:1,- ~~~,,~
WII&a faculty decision which year.
the Foundation within one month .
The two
seniors
were
~~~~~~' i*~\t:'r-'i' '""',
""~ allowed students to participate on nominated
ci.the FellOWShip'Scompletion an
by
a
selection
com~
, ~':)
~faeulty
conunittees, it is through
evaluation of their fellowship
consisting
of three
,,' ~I,'
the SGA that the mecharocs of "mittee
year together with an accounting
students,
Julie
Buchwalter,
Alan
Sit:'!-',:r,~A.
.
,,"'
'",
committee elections for students
ci. the expenditure of fellowship
take place. Because of this Spose, and Barbara Green, one
funds.
prci.esso
,
Mr.
seng,
and
tne
r
b~'
'\
i " '''committee participatio~ stud,,:,ts
~
", now have a say m poliCY
decisions.
,' I
In
contrast
to
Allen's
George Plimpton, author of Paper Lion and The
,: .1~~" viewpoint, the faction suworting
'Bogey
Man, will be the scheduled speaker for the
! l, I i~l the elimination
of executive
1976commencement exercises.
board felt that it'was not effective
'in contributing to the policy
continued on page sixteen

SGA resolves conflict
Over property damage

Spencer" Collier awarded'
1976 Watson fellowships

Elimination of SGA exec. branch
Suggested at all student forum
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This college is suffering from three major problems:
1) a lack of money, 2) a lack of direction, and 3) a lack of
leadership. These problems are not only obvious but
were repeatedly emphasized by the faculty in a recent
Pundit poll. The president's "working paper" Is a
manifestation of our problems. It does not provide
leadership, direction, or answers.
Pundit recognizes the need for a statement of the
goals and direction of the college and has-in the past
asked that such a statement be formulated.
The statement released by Presld-ent Ames is a
"working paper," described as a starting point, raising
numerous questions. A statement on the direction and
goals of the College was suggested by Barnes and Roche
over a year ago. That srarement has still not been formu~ated.
How can academic cuts be justified when we don't
have a clear direction? Valid academic cuts can only be
made as part of a coherent and cohesive eurrtculum.
"
Pundit believes the President Is sidestepping his
responsibility to the· College. Seeking input is a
legitimate process buf ultimately the direction of the
College must be decided by the President.
The working paper was right for an earlier time. The
-time for the President to ask questions and turnover the
process to a cpmmittee for discussion has long since
passed. He should now betaking t,!e lead in forming a
statement of what our direction is, not posing questions
about what it might be. Only then can cutbacks be made
and development funds sought with a true sense of
purpose.
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In Memoriam
Ida Marino
Worked in the Crozier-Williams Snack Shop for 23
years
Died on March 21, 1976.

Written applications are now being accep~ed !or
the positions of Features Editor and" Contrlbut~ng
Editor. All interested should come to the meeting
tonight at 6 in the Pundit office o-o 212.
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IMPORTANT
··
·
Student Government Elections
Tuesday, April
and Wednesday April 14
··
All day in the post offi.ce
··
Amalgo for candidates speeches and questions ·
··
Monday April 12
................................. ~......••.•.•.....••••..... ~
13

-Letters to the editorno joke
thanks

To the Edllllr:
To The Editors:
Last Monday at about 4 a.m. a
We would like to thank fire br.... oot In a donn on the
everyone involved in the library Skidmore College campus and
benefit ball About 350 people "turned into a tragedy.
One
attended and net proceeds for the student
died and 29 were
...... Iilrary total $544.00. Faculty boaplta11zed.
members. administrators
and
Itis unfoi1WJllteto see studenls
many studenls worked hard on on this campus frequently oot
planning the dance. and making respond to a fire alarm whether it
sure it ran smoothly that night. be false or not. Studenls have to
Their hard work and success lake a more responsible attitude
should be recognized. Thanks go towards fire aJanns and get oot
to all the bartenders, waitresses,
d: the donn and to safety as
ticket sellers, the Shwiffs, and quickly as pcosIble. Hopefully no
those who cleaned up afterwards.
major fires will occur at Com.
We hope the college community but there is no way to foresee the
enjoyed the dance and hope the. future.Also the emptying of fire
wIl1 participate in another fund- eItinguiaherS as a joke should
ralaing event.'
slop because" your life may
Thanks'to all who helped.
"de~nd upon them al some point"
Ted HathawliY and during your sla)' here. Please act
AnnRumage
responsibly!
Peter Belefant
Mark Banchik

RoeIIr

Ad ....
Ala Sc:bIeolaCer
GnpIIIeI
MuilJIl Poot
~
Deblllel' ..... ta
PredaelIoa 1t8ff: o.Ye AIdeIa, UbbJ Baylis. x..ra
It8lId Fat, Ern! HbIII. BID ~.
8.... sm-lle. »....
lawreKe.
I'oNfe paid at New ~
c.a. ..
8IIdIaa1p1i. rate:
per year
PubIlobed by IIIe .1
of CoD ,,'lktlt CoIIece 1'IIanday
wIIIJe IIIe Collele Ii..oeata. lafenulhm to be prtated In ..
.... IIIUt be .. IIIe EdI1IIr' ........
by the 8aDday before IIIe
deiIred Iae
lIIIIea prior ........,.,.....
are 1II1Ide. 'I1Ie
PudIt
oftk:e bol Ii JJ51; .-re IiaIio a .101 .. IIIe door of
IIIe PulIt oftke, Cro ZlZ. EdItorIaI _rd meeIIap are beId
every'l1lllnday 01 pobIlcatIoa
the l'aadl10111ce.
, PudIt Ii '..... .Ied by NatIouI EdaeaUoa1 AdvertlibiC
8ervleeo, lac •• LeldqIooi Ave.•'New Yan, New Yan, 1M17.

The .HOuslng Committee has completed the
housing arrangements for the coming year. The
lottery card packets must be picked up from Dean
Watson's office on Monday, April 12,by the present
Housefellow.
Please hold compulsory house meetings at 10:00
p.m. on Tuesday, April 13. for all students In your
house who plan to participate In the lottery. The
completed lottery cards must be returned to Dean
Watson by noon Friday, April 16,1976. All studentsare reminded that their $100.00reservatlon tee was'
due March 15. If this fee has not "bedn paid the
student will find there is no card in your packet
from them. All-financial arrangements must be
made with the Accounting Office. It is our hope that
by following the time'5chedule the Committee has
established, students will have their dormitory
assignments by April 27, 1976,and will have signed
into $pecific rooms by Tuesday, May 4, 1976.
Tentative dormito~y quotas and floor plan
arrangements will be posted in Crozler·Williams.
The dormitory computer assignment list will also
be posted in the main lobby of Crozier·Williams.
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Election '76
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No real winners in
New York, Wisconsin
by Michael J. Ganley
The results
of, Tuesilay's
'rimaries
In New York and
Wisconsin did not provide any of
the three major candidates still
seeking
the
Democratic
nomination with the decisive
victories they had predicted.
Although it had been forecast
that the two primaries were
likely to· have determined once
and for all, the chances of
eventual victory for the three
candidates, the future is still

unclear.

.

Jlnuny Carter, Henry Jackson
and Morris Udall had all declared
New York and Wisconsin as being
crucial to their candidacies and
they all had clearly defined objectives in those states. None of
the
candidates,
however,
managed to .accomplish. what
they said they needed to do, and
as a result, all of them will go for
lroke In the upcoming primary in
Pennsylvania on April 27.
Jlnuny Carter hoped to win li.g
in Wisconsin and run a strong
second in New York. Most
political analyists agreed that
such a performance by carter
would have made ,him virtually
\Olstoppable by anyone, including

ignored Wisconsin and had
lX'edicted a landslide victory in
New York. Although he was able
to finish first with 107 of New
York's 274 convention delegates,
he failed to receive the majority
as he had claimed.
Morris
Udall campaigned
vigorously in both states and
hoped to win in Wisconsin and
finish close hehind Jackson in
New York. He did finish second.m
New York with 69 delegates, yet
by beitJg narrowly heaten by
Carter in Wisconsin, Udall has
yet to come up with a primary
victory. The Arizona Democrat
claimed
partial
success,
however, and contended that he
has slopped the Carter bandwagon.
What Udall may have really
accomplished, however, was to
keep Humphrey's foot in the door
by slowing up Carter's seemingly
ever increasing momentum.
Humphrey, who is hoping to
receive the nomination in a
lrokered convention, is deeply
distressed
by Carter's
imrre&'!live perfonnance thus far,

and is now heing urged to enter
some ol the primaries in the near
future, particularly New Jersey.
Many political experts also
Hubert Humphrey who has
watched Carter's string of heUeve that the issues will playa
primary
victories
with ili- greeter nile in such highly IndustriaIized states as Penn. with
creasing concern.
a high unemployment
rate,
In Wisconsin, however, carter
edged Udall by a mere 7,000votes thereby further compllcating the
face.
and a percentage point, ~d
finished thirq iIl,l'jew,York .Wlth.
The final assessment of the
33 delegates; A1tho~. ~pWisconsin
and New York
pointed by this. dimintshed
primaries is that there were
momentum,
Carter can, still
many survivors and no real
clinch the nomination With a winners. As Walter Cronkite
clear cut victory in Pern. over remarked, uWe still have 8
Jackson and Udall.
race."
Jackson. on the other band,

Vegetarians cite concern for health,

:
G)

Religion among reasons for practice :
by Janet Nay..
Defining vegetarianism is like
defining religion. There are as
many different definitions as
there are vegetarians, and just as
there is more to religion than god,
there is more to vegetarianism
than avoiding meat.
Basically. a vegetarian avoids
eating the flesh rJ. any animal,
including meat, poultry, fish, and
seafoods, and any food derived
from the slaughter of an animal.
(Including cheese made with

rennet, scrapings

m an animal's

intestinal
tract).
Octo-lava
vegetarians use dairy products
and-or eggs. other vegetarians
eat dairy products, but avoid
eggs.
"Pure"
or "total"
vegetarians
avoid any food
derived from animal sources,
(including datry products, eggs,
honey, gelatine ... ) and eat only
foods of plant origin, such as
grains, vegetables, legumes,
fruits, nuts, and seeds. The vegan
is a total vegetarian who also
avoida the use of animal products
for clothing and accessories. This
means no leather shoes, no gut
tennis raquet strings, or violin

bow s~,
and the list goes 00.
Some vegetarians use no white
SlIgar or refined flour, and as few
processed foods as possible.
Natural hygienists, in addition to
a vegan fare, reject the use of
salt, sugar, spices, and candiments, and follow specific rules
for combining foods for best
digestion. There are also roles for
the preparation of foods and for
the geographic location- from
which foods may be taken.
Many vegetarians, once they
arrive at their specific beliefs
and practices hold on to them
with religious fervor. In fact,
Margaret Mead said, that it is
easier to change a man's religion
than his diet.
Religion is one reason people
may choose vegetarianism.
Buddhists, Taoists, Hindus, the
Sufis of the Islamic faith, certain
orders of the Roman Catholic
Church, and Seventh Day Adventists are but a few of the faiths
that advocate vegetarianism.
others choose vegetarianism for
ethical reasons.
Advocating'
nonviolence to animals is one
way of expressing a reverance
for all life.

others come to vegetarianism
out rJ. concern for !he environment
and the world
population. Realizing that the
earth cannot support its growing
population on the !lime bJgh level
of energy and resource consumption that Americana espect
and practice, leading human
ecologists such as Franceas
Moore Lappe have advocated
switching from a meat centered
diet to a grain centered diet.
Many vegetarians have chosen
their diet because of !he superi<r
health !hey believe it gives them.
Heart disease and cancer, have
been shown to be related to the
high ievels rJ. cholesterol, carc1nogens and saturated fats found
in animal foods. The animal
diseases
Salmonellosis
and
Trichinosis are absent froo> plant
foods. Rachel Carson pointed out
over a decade ago, in her book
Silent Spring that chemical
pesticides such as DDT build up
higher on the food chain, and are
stored in animal fat. Recent
reports by such consumer advacates as Michael Jacobsen of
the Center for _SCience In !he
continued on page ten
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Former Soviet psychiatrist speaks out
Against harsh treatment of dissidents
tendenc~." Th.ese detlnitions
By Michael Harvey
Last month in a lecture at the . were hopelesa\y_ broad and
aUowecl people in power \0
Harvard Divinity School, BohrSegal explained how and why the
KGB (a Soviet
police-spy
organization) uses psychiatric
treatment as a tool for suppressing political dissidents.
KGB and Communit
Party
members maintain a constant
vigilance over members of Soviet
society to insure that none of
them depart from the Party's
way of thinking.
If someone becomes a political
dissident, the punishment
is
forced commitment to a menial
hospital resembling
a Nazi'
concentration camp. Dr. Segal
estimates that roughly 14,000
dissidents are being treated in
mental hospitals today.
Dr. Segal was a prominent
Soviet
psychiatrist
whose
dismissal from the Institute of
Psychistry In 1971 was directly
related to his protest over the
abuse of political dissidents in
Soviet mental hospitals. In 1973,
alter two years. of unemployed
waiting, he was granted a
passport and since then, has been
teaching at Harvard Urnverslty.
As a result of international
indignation over KGB brutalities
during the sixties, Party rJ.ficials
curtailed the excessive '-police
power rJ. their spy organization
and Instructed its leaders to find
less provocative ways of dealing
with political dissidents.
An attempt
to prosecute
dissidents In civil courts faile.
because
of scandalous
'.1ternational
publicity;
Jut
gradually it was discoverer that
mental hospitals were con' ernent
devices for silencing dissent.
Dr. Segal said that in 1969,
Soviet police broadened
the
statutes defining mentally unbalanced persons to include
anyone who might be a "potential
danger to society or who may
display
socially
dangerous

commit almost anyone to mental
hospitals.
The KGB continues to use

mental hospitals

88

their weapon

for controlling political dissent
because, in the eyes of the West,
the fate of a dissenter appears to
be removed from police hanCls
and placed under the jurisdiction
of .zespectable
doctors.
International protest against KGB
mistreatment of dissenters can
now be scorned as bourgeois
propaganda.
Doctor Segal points out,
however, that no one in Soviet
society escapes the demands ol
the totalitarian,
hierarchical
state and, therefore, many
doctors are indirectly pressured
by the' KGB to recommend
commitment
for' dissidents
regardless of medical findings.
This method for dealing with
dissenters has several other
advantages.
By their very
nature, says Doctor Segal,
psychistrists are reluctant to
certify that anyone is completely
normal. This reluctance, coupled
with hierarchical pressure for
commitment of dissenters, induces doctors to find at least a
few deviations from normal
behavior In their subjects.
Furthermore, the judge, whose
duty it is to review the report and
recommend state action, is
usually a member rJ. the Communist Party and responsive to
KGB pressures. The accused
isn't Informed of the proceedings,
can't have 8 lawyer, and isn't
allowed
cross-examination
rights. Finally, the disside~tpatient isn't cured until- he
confe.... to this "thought crime"
and admits that the state officials
acted in his best illtet'est by
committing him to a hlllpital.
The largest of these hospital 'is
in Kazan, another
is in

l.enU\gTad. 'The 'K.a7.an RQ8\)ita\. \a
8unwn\\ed

o'Y Darned "",\re and

snal'e cells w\.\'b.
psychotics, some of them- murderers. Dissidents are treated,
with drugs that induce body
disturbances
and
disrupt
thinking. The guards, many of
whom are convicted criminals,
periodically
give malicious
beatings to the patients.
Patients are denied boots,
limited to two daily trips to the
bathroom, and are at the guards'
mercy for a cigarette. Te,enage
children of dissidents can also be
subjected to this treatment which
is regulated by ~ police commandant.
Confinement
lasts
between 6 months and 7 years
with an average of around 2
years.
Doctor Segal commented that
during Stafin's regime political
dissidents

dissidence

was

a

!

Crime

pubishable by execution. Today,
it is only considered to be a SIgn
rJ. mental illness: "This is, of

course, progress."
Asked why such

atrocious

practices don't generate more
protest from citizens of the Soviet
Union, he replied that his people
aren't Informed of them because
they can only read Soviet controlled ne\llSpapers. Also, the
majority ol people are indifferent
to internal problems rJ. !he state:
"They just think about food and

-Water,not abOutjustice."
He pointed out that there is a
tradition of ignoring human
rights In Russia, especially those
ol mental patients.
.
He concluded his lecture by
calling for more concerted and
constant pressure from the West
against the flagrant. misuse of
power by the Soviet Union. In the
spirit of detente and Helsinki, one
wonders whether or not Doctor
Segal's description of t,he'Oatl'1'e
rJ. Soviet power and hIS call lor
Ute West to resist it wiH fallon
deal ears.

II
(

!

'Connecticut College-It's mission and it's future:
8IIIle<1not simply at conve~
knowledge-lmportant
as that
is-but at enabling students to
sbarpen their powers ri; analYsis.
judgment and expression. We
want our students to beome independent thinkers, for wbom the
p-o cess of questioning becomes a
habit of mind.
To a degree it is appropriate to
evalute education by how well it
p-ovides students with specific
skI1Is that ;vj)) be required In

Tbe attacbed
paper lOa.
prepared wIIb two purpooeo lD
miDd: to .bare my vleWi abo,ll
the Conege'. mIIsloD, aDd to
provide the startiDg polDt for the
preparation of a new deve*
ment plan.

eD

~
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Z
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Wttb the belp 01 the Development
Committee
and tbe
Academic Policy Committee, I
am confldent that tbl.I sprlDg we
can make some sllJllflcant steps
forward lD drswlDg np a comprehensive plan for the Colege, a
task wbleb mnst con1lDDenoder
oar new governance structnre lD
the falL
After a period of great conence and growth In higher
ucatiM, there seems to be
nfuslon today about its mission
d its value. Some critics would
easure the worth of a college
cation almost solely by how
uch it improves one's earning
pedty. Others ask whether
amiJlBl1;;" tic studies have much
tjlity In terms of helping to solve
e formidable problems that
nfront the world today. These
no limes for a failure of
rve. We should reaffinn the
sting
values
of liberal

while.

ucation

seeking

new

ppr08ches that will make it
re vital _and beneficial to
oclety .
F\nt am foremost, the liberal

their

de\)a\e\\.,

\beJ aTe ana\<oJ~
-re6.\aeo"lered

But no less

s1lldies wbich encompass some of
"ne Deat that mankind has
thoUtlbt and ...-ritten and in which

eo\\.efp \s. a 'P\ace ot \4eaa. a

,.~

careers.

valuable are those areas of
learnign which sbould be prized
simply because ri; their capacity
to enrich our lives. Consider the
study of natural science; it may
lead some to technical careers,
but everyone gains appreciation
and enjoyment of nature from a
fuller IDlderstanding of its laws.
Or take the arta: we may enjoy a
pelnting or a piece of music, but a
wbole new dimension of appreciation and mealng is added
~th an understanding of bow the
artist uses a particular medium
to express feeling.
Former President Rosemary
Park aptly stated that the
primary gosl of liberal education .
is to free one from parochialism
'PUs broadening of vision constitutes an Important step In the
acquisition of a sense of valuesrtt
is a process which helps us' to
-order the importance of things In
wa):s that will serve as a guide to
acUon and commi\rnent. Those

and

where new percept\o~s are
gained. ThJs process enables
students to acquire a breadth of
outlook and encourages
the
disciplined
and
informed
thinki"8 that will stand them In
good stead in whatever careers
they may undertake. We seek to
lifer a bumanlstic educatioo
which will heighten students'
IDlderstariding of themaelves, of
others and of society. The
curriculum anel the mBnner In
which coones are taught are

we come to . appreciate
his
greatest achievements, whether
they be in art, in science, or in the
world of political affairs, supply
us WIth standards and examples
whicb can improve our own efforts. a study of the values of
society, of tbe que8ti<tlS about
bow we sbould live with relation
to our fellow men, must be at the
heart of a liberal education. Its
great potential for contributing to
the welfare of society is its
acit to he ten arson's

moral and ethical awareness.
wnen one considers the gosls of
a liberal education in the context
of the ~b1ems facing society,
there can be little doubt that the
College'S role is at least as important today as it ever was In the
pest. Yet, if we are to retain our
vitality we will also have to be
more alert to change than we
ever were before. The world to
whicb our students will be gi\di!g
their talents and energies will be
far different from the one In
which.we, the administrators and
faculty, were educated. and In
which we developed our values
and educational beliefs. It is bard
to see far Into the crystal ball, but
some areas that will require

special attention are clear
enough now.
In ali likelihood, an increasing
percentage of our students will
elect to continue their education
after college, some In graduate
school but probably most in the
professional schools. We must
regularly review the kind of
preparation and jre-professional
advisinjl the College is providing
to ensure that student needs are
bejng met
..
The College now offers a course
in journalism, one in accounting,
and several In computer studies.
We need to determine whether
there should be more such
vocationally-oriented courses in
the curriculum. realizing that in
~these times of the "steady state," .
new courses can only be in\r~":ced by I\iving up already
exiSting offermgs. Is it more

important
for a student interested in a career in journalism
to be able. to take a second and
more advanced course In that
subject
or to study more

so.ciology, literature,

and

SCIence, all subjects that will
provide tbe knowledge
and
pe_rspectives every journalist
needs?
The College should do all it can
to t.ake advantage. of tbe expertise
in tbe surrou'!ding

commumty. Professionals
in
finance, law, medicine, nuclear
power, the chemical Industry,
mental health, and other fields,
coming to tbe campus
as
speakers and discussion leaders
will do much to enrich our
programs.
Tbe Psychology

Department's

new

course,

can help shape public policy. In
planning the curriculum,
we
must ask whether tbere are
enough opportunities for students
to study those issues that now
confront society. A lecture series
at the College this semester
explores human values in issues
related to health care. Weaving

Psychology in Community Seltings, which enables students to
work with clinicians in neighboring institutions, is a fine
example
of our successful
cooperation
witb
outside
professionals.
The rapidity of cbange today
and tbe complexity of the world's
problems
threaten
to make
helpless spectators of us all. If
there is a single characteristic
that describes the collective state
of mind-in the country, it is the
sense that the course of events is
close to running out of control. A
recent letter In the New York
Times argued tbat we might as
well allow the Concorde to land at
our airports because SSTs are
Inevitable.
Shortly after man first landed

such

new

areas

into

the

traditional
fabric
of the
bumanities will be necessary if
liberal learning is to retain its
vitality for new generations of
students.
Modification of the curriculum
to reflect the remarkable acceleralion of knowledge in recent
limes will be no easy task. We
must somehow make way for the
new without casting out stillvaluable inheritances from the
past. We will have to overcome
the tendency of the past decade
for the curriculum to become
increasingly
fragmented,
and
look instead for ways of synthesizing and emphasizing the
relationships
between
the
disciplines.
All of this planning
and
resbaping will be occurring in a
on the moon, one of our deans was difficult period for the College, a
commenting on the event at lunch
period of retrenchment in order
and announced tbat this spec- to control rising costs, and a
tacular achievement proved that
period when enrollments 'may
we could. do anything we set out
drop due to a decrease In the
minds to. The question she said
population.
The
.is wliat do we want to do?
" In the college-age
challenge is to sustain the quality
1976 Sykes Lecture, Professor
of our programs when there may
Rene Dubas recalled for us a
be less, to spend on them. A
statement from the guidebook to
primary objective of academic
the 1933 Chicago World's Fair'
planning is to ensure that the
"SCience finds, industry applies'
College makes the most effective
man confonns." We have come ~
use of its resources. The
long way from such passive
curriculum committee must he
acceptance
of technological
alert to duplication of content
progress, but not far enough
between courses. It, may be
Choices must be made about bo~
necessary
to consider reducing
thIS country ,is going to use its
resources and its -wealth not by· the number of course offerings so
that faculty time will be available
default, not 'by a small group of
to permit bigh-enrollment basic
experts advising our political.
courses to be divided into smaller
leaders, not bY powerful Interest
sections. This is bardly an easy
groups, but by educated men and
chOice, for diversity
in'the
w~men who, without necessarily
curriculum is clearly one of the
beIng specialists ... are able to
College's assets. Perbaps greater
grasp the issues well enough to
- continueD on page !ivebave informed opinions whicb

Don't knock it until you've tried it; Pundit did
By gaueby Feldstein
In an attempt to oblalD firstb8IId ......wledge 01~bat security

does for the Conn. College
eammllllll)', • PmuIIt reporter
spem five hoars with lbe force on
Saturday. April 3. The followlDg
IICCOUIItoverlaps two sblfls; 8
p.m.-l a.m.
"U we're out there, (at the gale
bouse) we're checking the car ..
stated Roy Eaton, Jr., lObois
his 6th year with security. Eaton,
the son ri; Sgt. Roy Eaton, is a
graduate student at Conn., and
stressed the fact that often cars
are waved by because
be
recongnizes the students.
In response to campus complaints that cars weren't being
checked at the gate bouse, Eaton
explained that cars don't need a
sticker to get on campus. If tbe
person on duty recognizes a
student, he'll let them go on
through; if he doesn't be'li ask for
an ill if there is no sticker. All
cars, however, are checked.
~veral members of security
cnticized the location of the
g~bouse, citing the difficulty of
bemg on the passenger side. They

believe
island beacross
from
Fanning thewould
an ideal
location. Also, the gatebouse has
no toilet facilities.
That night, two ears sped by
the gatehouse without slopping.
Tb
e drivinll unit caugbt with one

d gave the student a warning,
an
but the
other car was not found
after the campus was circled
lwi~e.
j'
of
ma onty
the evening
was espent
driving around with
the driving unit, referred to as

'\ ~1I:ilC;p

Unit One. Tbere were two men In
the unit, Dick Whitham, 39, who
lS ne>yon the staff (this was his
3rd night), and Ben Wisniewski
:1», wbo bas been with tbe forc~
for 8 months. He usually works
the midnight shift (12-8), but

since 'the force was sbort two
men, he was working the latter
part of the evening shift, as well.
At 8 p.m, the unit sbut off tbe
lights and locked the Post Office.
It then proceeded to patrol the
campus. "This is tbe only lull

period

we

have"

stated

Whitbam. He expl~ined tbat
earlier, the force was especially
busy, since they· were short on

in

men.
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One problem tbat takes up a lot
d security's time is a student
belng'locked out of a roo,"" "If we
get a Signal Four (lockOut), we
have to drop everything and go."
There were three lockouts" in
dorms that night, wbich is low,
according to Whitham. A student
also left his coat in the computer
room -In Bill, wbich bad to be
unlocked.
As the ear patroled the campus, Wisniewski elaborated on
the duties of eacb shift. The
midnight shift (12-8) turlJS tbe
ligbts on and unlocks the
buildings In the morning. Tbey
cbeck the entire campus, Abbey,
conllDued 0ll page eleven
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A Working Paper
interaction between departments
will enable us to achieve some
consolidation while maintaining
and even improving the quality of
our instruction.
The College's strength depends
upon its being a stimulating and
intellectually challenging place.
Nothing is more important for
our future than the quality of the
instruction
provided by the
faculty. At Connecticut this
means outstanding performance
in the lecture hall or classroom
and more. Our faculty, committed
primarily
to
undergraduate Instruction, spend
much time working with students
outside regular classroom hours.
Students come to know faculty
members at the College more
closely than they would at the
larger university and have the
opportunity to learn far more as a
result.
Valuable as this mode of instruction is, it must not crowd out
the time for faculty to engage in
scholarly research and to acquire
new knowledge. The vitallty of
their teaching depends on the
stimulation and renewal gained
through these activities. The
rapidity of change in the world
and the rate at which new
knowledge is being acquired
demand more than ever that
faculty
members
have opportunities to keep abreast of
their
disciplines.
Faculty
development must have high
priority during this period of the
"steady state."
Turning next to our students,
one great difficulty in planning is
the uncertainty in projecting

,

life-styles. and public policy on
financial aid will all affect the
actual outcome and make the
business
of
projecting
enrollments a risky one indeed.
It may be possible to compensate somewhat for decreasing
enrollments in the 17 to 21 yearold age group by attracting more
older people to attend classes
during the day and in the evening
and summer sessions. This is
easier to do for t!lOse colleges
which are located in or near large
population centers. but there is
little reason to doubt that wr
Return-to-College Program could
be considerably expanded if it
were extended to those who
already have a college degree,
but who would enjoy continuing
their education.
I believe it sbould be our goal to
maintain enrollments at about
the present level, provided that it
is possible to do so withooit
lowering admissions standards.
Among four-year liberal arts
colleges, Connecticut is about
average in size. Those that are
much smaller are less able to
attain diversity both in their
academic and extra-curricular
programs. In addition, they lack
economy of scale. so that the cost
per student of providing an
education tends to become very
high. Those that are larger.
bowever, risk losing the personal
toucjl and sense of community
that are our strengths.
Our Admissions Office bas
been making a concerted effort to
inform prospective- minoritygroup
students
about
the
College's programs. This imenrollments. Those who will be 17 portant task shwld be contirwed
in the year 1991were born in 1974; as we work to make all aspects of
their number is 25 per cent less campus life more supportive of
than the number who will be that the needs of these students. We
age in 1979 - the year the must also continue oar efforts to
population curve peaks. The attract more black scholars to
our faculty.
obvious implication is a decrease
Altbough' Connecticut College
in higher education enrollments
during the decade beginning in is adjacent to two "large com1980. Other factors, however, munities, our environment is
such as the state of the economy essentially rural. We do not have
the reereati
I and cultural
and the labor market, chan .
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choices available in a major city
(although we have some attributes that can never be found
in these places!). Consequently.
we need to continue our efforts to
create a campus which is, as
much as possible, a total community. responsive to a wide
range of student interests. If the
10cus of student activity can be
further extended beyond the
dormitory room, dining room,
and classroom, campus life will
become a more stimulating
complement
and balance to
strictly academic pursuits.
The change
in 1969 to
coeducation has enriched all
aspects of campus life. Yet, the
transition is by no means complete. Although we have achieved
a two to three ratio of men to
women. the number d. male
applicants is still only one-third
the number of women who apply.
In time it will be more widely
known
tha t
we
are
a
coeducational college, but some
of our academic programs. for
example the sciences. as well as
athletics and the scope of extracurricular activities sbould be
expanded if the College is to
strengthen
its competitive
position for men and women
aUke.
Great progress has been made
recently in the development of
athletics at the College. Continued expansIon of intramurals
seems the best means of
providing an athletic program tor
everyone tn a time ot tight

by Mark Jones
It's spring again and guess
what that means, That's right,
summer is just around the corner. Of course every student
knows what summer means; it's
time to get a job. '
Oh, the pain of looking for a
job! But, don't despiar, Re:eanne
Burt, assistant director of the
Career
Counseling
and
Placement Office has the best
formula for finding a summer
job, apply in December.
However, for those who let the
montbsslip by, there is still hope.
April 8. at 4 p.m. in CrozierWi1liams. Burt will discuss what
students can do at this point in the
year if they have not found a job.
The meeting will be similar to
the one held in February in which
information
about where to
apply. how to apply, how to write
resumes. and how to perform
follow-up correspondence with
the employer, was given. Burt
'said that one can still find a job at
this late date but the chances will
be reduced.
Burt added that chances for
summer jobs often reflect the
economic
situation
in the

necessary to consolidate. Attractive as that plan ...... it will
be Ie .. harmful to economize in
dining arrangements
than it
would be to reduce our instruclional
programs
by an
equivalent amount. Next year we
will cut hack to seven dining
areas. and from the pre .... t Bve
kitchens to three. However. the
small size d. all but one d. the
. halls (Harris) mak2s such a plan
awkward and less than tully
efficient. In tbe long run. consolidalion to a single. properly
designed area would probably
provide a more pleasant dining
environment than this stq>gap
plan and wwld be less coatly.
We cwld either build an addition to Crozier-Williams or
mod
re
el Palmer Library. Pal:r's
central location and its
erior design offer particu1arly
appealing possibilities for use as
a dining hall. where for the first
tim
e since the College's earliest
years most of the campus
community would come together

match tbe importance of increasing
the College'S
endowment. There will. of cwrs..
be modest renovations needed in
other bul\dlnglr to ensure that
they continue to be used in the
most effective manner. New
London Hall, bome of our Botany
and Zoology Departments. is in
urgent need of remodeling to
better serve these DepartlIlA'.nts.
Our endowment has a current
market value of about U2
million, or a per student value of
$6.900compared to endowments
ranging from '15,000 to $50.000
per student at some of the liberal
arts colleges in the northeast with
which we compete for students.
Only if our endowment and giving
for current
operations
are
significantly increased will it be
possible to move away from the
present state of austerity and
achieve
significant
im-

da:';"ld
enrollments decrease
somewhat, it might become
possible to use one of the dor-

other than tuition will be even
greater. A 3.2 per cent decrease
- 50 students - would reduce
tuilion revenues
by almost
$200.000, requiring that much
additional annual income from
other sources
to maintain
operations
without
cutting
programs. This would be the

'to .

nu nes to house those departments now in Thames and
Winthrop. These old buildings are
costly to maintain and heat. and
probably should be razed If such
a move can be made.
Devel ....ment Needs,
-r
Our \mmediate need \s to raise
the remainln& $1..3 million tor the
new library. 1\ 'has taken more
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provements in our programs_If.
as the population figures suggest.
our
enrollments
decrease
somewhat, the need for additional support from sources

income on ahoot ~ million at
endowment.
11 income over aM. ~e
"bat
nee<\e<\ \0 mate"
_~
\n(:reases \n costa can· be 00tained, there would be several

budgets. but the longer-range
than five years to reach our
question of wbether more in- present level in gifts and pledges
high
priority
areas
for
tercollegiate sports shwld be of $4.2 million. We must increase development.
Our
science
added, and which ones, needs our'effortsto finish the Job so'that
laboratories
need' additional
careful study. certainly a few the College wJ!l be releasell from modern equipment. The library
additional tennis and squash the debt service on the money _ collection should be expanded in
cwrts, a new athletic field, an that bas been ,borrowed. and can several areas far more rapidly
all-weather track, and an ice- move on to .other proje~. . .
than we can proceed with the
skating rink are urgently-needed
Once the library fund-ralSmg IS present
operating
budget.
additions to the campus scene. completed,
the
task
of Faculty salaries badly need to be
Altbough wr old system of remodeling Palmer Library will upgraded Funds are needed for
having dining rooms in almost have the highest priority. Beyond
lin ed'
.
con n on PBge ten
every dormitory was a gracious this project. I foresee no major
and pleasant one, -economic eonstructlon
needs that will
ressures
have
made
it

It's not to late to get a «umrner job
country. With the recession still
alive and unemployment high,
chances are not as good as 'they
have. been, yet conditions this
year are no worse than last year,
and many students did find a job
last summer.
Generally, there are three
types of jobs that students look
for. Some students want ex.
perience in their major field,
others are only concerned with
earning money. and still others
want to be in a specific location.
Most students today are trying
to get jobs that relate to their
major. Often this means that they
have to sacrifice a high salary for
a low one or even no salary.
Students often overlook volunteer
jobs. claims Burl, yet they can
give the employe valuable field
experience.
For those who have to make
money but can find a volunteer
job related to their field, Burt
advises, Htake the volunteer
work and get a paying job too.
You can work two or three davs a
week doing volunteer work while
you bold down a paying job five
dsys a week.
If one is thinking about gain~

Jl-
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ing experience in their major
tnrougn an internship, time has
run out. almost all internships
required that you send in an
application
no later
than
December or January.
•
When location is the top
priority, and one wants to work
abroad, certain drawbacks must
be considered. Most students only
break even when they return
bome. Plane fare and low wages
mean that whatever is earned
while overseas
will have
disappeared by the time the
student returns home.
The quality of the job. such as
working conditions and working
hours. are usually unknown until
the student arrives. However. in
general. "the better the language
sItiJls one possesses, the better
the job you will gel."
. No matter what kind d. job one
is looking for. "USing all the
resources one has available is the
key," Burt stated. She advises
students to make use of the
summer job library in room 225C
in Crazier-Williams as well as
looking for jobs on their own.
Burt concluded, "be agressive
and apply early."

-Food Day todayby SELDEN PRENTICE
Food Day is not a day to eat a
lot d. food but rather. a day to
Iring attention to various. food
issues. Since food is our source of
life, to understand aspects of the
global food situation is a way of
achieving
a
general
understanding of the sociological.
economic and political
intercourse of man in the world
today.
Food issues can be studied
from
many
perspectives.
Beginning today. Sustenance will
d.fer the College a few ~ys of
events that will deal with dational
and international issues: hunger.
food
stamps,
nutrition,
vegetarianism,
waste.
Congressional
legislation,
agribusiness. and other topics.
Tables will be set up in Cro from
10-4 Thurs., -Fri. and Sat. with
information. On Sat. there will be
samples of home made foods.
One can begin sluding the
issues by looking at three
problems here in the U.S. Our
food system
has changed
radically during the last century.
Many conSider
that
these
chanRes help to cause several of

our present problems. An article
by the organization "Food Day"
explains.
"We were once a nation of
family farmers
and small
businesses. Over the years, most
people have moved to cities and
now rely on giant corporations to
produce. process. and market
their food. Although there are
over 30,000 food manufacturers.in
the U.S.• a mere 50 account for
more than half of all assets and
prd.its. In many segments of the
food industry. just one or a few
companies control miist of the
market."
Thus. the number of small
farms has decreased drastically,
and they have been replaced by
large mono-cultural farms,
which are less ecologically
sound. Consuemrs now find that
much of the food on the market ishighly
processed
and
of
questionable nutritional balue.
Because d. the change to
processed foods. the average
American diet consists d. foods
high in sugar. fat. cbolesterol and
food additives. Medical research

I

Student Government
as a voice of the student body. it
was recognized as an equal part
01 the decision making process,
but during the past year it has
lost this respect due to a lack of
student participation. There is no
reason or excuse for letting a
handful of students make all the
decisions without hearing from
the people they're representing.
The officers can not possibly
know how all of the students feel
or think about issues facing the
college. It is our responsibility as
members of our college community to help these officers in
determining the officlaJ opinions
d the student body.
During my past year here at
Coll!J nearly every person I've
met has told me that this is a
great college, a tremendous
place to go to school, how
ROGAN
'averyoneloves it here, yet there
MARK G•
are very few who are willing to
MARY WRIGHT
The
"student governtake an active role to make it
lJuring tile past few weeks the
ment" has become SYDOnymous
even better. It's now time we
fanner impossibility of "ternwith trlvlallty, ineffectiveness,
showed our support for Conn by
porartly" abolishing student
and administrative
buUshlt
bOcoming Involved. I hope during
government has become closer to
my term of office that I will give
amoung students on campus.
LESLIE
a reality. All the values, stanObviously,
with the general
each and every person on campus
dards, and concepts of student
oplnlon the way It standa, the
MARGOLIN
an opportunity to participate in
representation
that
our
present systepl can't help but to
W!tII tne approacn cI the new
school government
through
generation
has
worked
for
could
1IIJIp along. It takes two to tango'
Student Government elections, I
committees
of their Interest
very easily be lost because we as
down the merry path towards
give serious thought to the recent
relating to current issues, try to
a student body have not had the
apathyk one group has to have
campus controversies and to the
solicit their ideas as much as
courage or strength to stand up
possible through dorm "speaksomething to be apthetlc aboet,
future of Connecticut College. I
for them. The Idea of losing
and the other has to remam
have contemplated my own inout" meetings and other dorm
student government
for six
somewnat unresponsive. Tne
vo\vement in that future growth
functions, and give my view on
months to be reestablished in
tN!108 ere &\m1>\e from there; <me
and now ask yw. to support my
September to me is absurd. We, college government life with the
9..
~aU9 aeeusee
'me o\her ot
decision \0 seek. the Student ~vision8. ~ocite only &' few. _
the students here at Conn now help of the Pundit. I hope I can
~ent88
and tbt atbe!' Government
Association
develop a better way for students
screams "we lack support."
Presidency.
I cannot guarantee you that we must be willing to-take on this
to know what is happening in
challenge
of
keeping
us
From there the gull between the
Having served on the Judiciary
will get what we want - no one
College
Council in order to avoid
represented.
I feel strongly
two gets larger, becoming filled
Board since september, 1973, as can
honestly
offer
that
the crisis information system we
enough
about
the
importance
of
with accusations, rumors, and
its Chairman since February,
assurance.
Unfortunately,
I
had last year with the calender
general mlsurxlerstandlng.
1974, I have had ample op- cannot even guarantee you that, student representation to run for
extension. But regardless
of
the
office
of
student
government
A polarizati on has taken place.
portunity to observe and par- if you vote for me, Student
anything I or any other olficer
president.
The next question is "why"? In tlcipate In the varicus activities Government as a whole will do
might do next year, it will not be
Over the past few years student
other words, who .is to hlame or
d the three hranches of the anything more than merely exist.
01 any use unless we have your
government
has
had
the
respect
what is the cause? There is nil one
Student Government Association. Again, that is an assurance that
support.
of
the
administration
and
faculty
to be blamed because
the
DurIng my tenure In office I have one individual cannot make. I
problem is due to an unworked diligently to reshape and need more than just your vote
derstandable loss of perspective
restructure the Judiciary Board next Wednesday. I want more
by hoth sides; especla11y by the
to see it operate as an efficient than just your passive ac.
members of student government.
and effective honor board .. An captance. student Government
The perspective I am talking
Impressive amount 01 both social and Connecticut College need
imerpreteu, As a responsioie
about is that of purpoae arxl
and academic policy revisions your continued Interest and
element of our community the
direction. The deflni1ions of tbese
were approved and Implemented active support.
board maintains obligations to
two words vary from group to
during this period. Wbl1e I still
Laziness and defeatism will
the students, faculty, and adgroup wt the widest gulf seems
.recogntse
a need for Im- prompt some to speak out against
ministration of the college. Its
to be between the students arxl
provement
in many of the the perpetuation
of Student
decisions and recommendations
thoae who represent them.
operations of the Board, I believe Government. This approach Is
must reflect the spirit of the
The divergence is understable
that after three years d judiclal absurd. If we see the flaws in our
honor code In the strictest sense;
in light of the way peole see thelr
policy revision, questions, and system which, undoubtedly, we
however
they must also reflect
roles. The roles people pla'y have
suggestions, It is time for me to do, arxlll we want to exercise a
the attitudes of the community to
a terxlency to overshadow the
leave the Chairmanship
to greater role in the governance of
which it is accountable. Clearly
true functi ... of their position and
another and direct IJIY energies this college, then now is not the
then, each and every board
thelr ability to cope creatively
toward other problems. In the time to turn our backs on the
member,
especlaJly the chairwith new and demanding
system.
.
system. We have already fought
man who often represents
situations. Old definitions of
Aside from my actual judiclal fully half the battle In simply
students' Interests and cases
purpose and direction and the obligations, I have assumed recognizing wherein lie our
before the board must fulfill the
roles they define for student
much legislative responsibility as concerns. One person alone
following qualifications.
lIOvernment have to be given up a member d the Eucutive
cannot fight the second half of
First, he must have faith in the
for more vital and flexible
Board serving on both the College that battle. If I am elected,
honor code and In the Connecticut
definltions which are consistant
Council and Student Assembly Student Government will conCollege community that it is able
with the pace of change and the and varlws subcommittees of tinue. With your assistance
to observe by the code. After
needs of the Conn. College
each. I have-actively pursued Student
Government
wlli
serving two years on the board, I
community.
such projecta as the Day Student progress.
MICHAEL COLNES am convinced that it does work.
I,
Mark
Grogan
have
Luncb Program, Constltu~onal
I can only promise you a year
Of course it is not penect, or else
In theory, where an ,honor
nominated myself for the posilion ReviSIOns, Health SerVices, of action. Icannot and will not sit
the board would never hear a
d President of the student body Security
Re:view, and am passively and watch campus- code eilists there should be -110
case, however after hearing most
need
for
a
judiciary
board
at
all.
because I am interested
in presently chairing the College wide decisions arxl governance
of the cases to come before the
confronting the problems of Council
Sub.commlttee
on run away from us. I pledge to However since the Connecticut
board in the last two yearS it
College
community
is
only
Conn. College and In coming up College Governance. I think my dedicate myself to the betappears that a very substantial
with viable solutions
(from deep concern for the well-being of terment d Connecticut College as human, such an institution, along
majority of students live Within
with
the
various
college
curbing vandalism to revamping
the college community is readily a community, and I sincerely
the framework of the honor code.
regulations becomes a necessity.
student government so~etely)apparent. I sincerely believe that urge you to join me in doing the
Second, the chairman must be
The
Judiciary
Board
is
the
inI have had no expenence m I have played an Integral role in sam~. I have the energy, amaware of the attiduted of the
stru'!1ent through which the
student gove~ent
~t Co~. -proposing and..,r actively sup- bition, and, I believe, ahility to
community.
Throughout
my
honor code is implemented and
College, and no Interest m ClaSSIC porllnll many of the major serve you efficiently and efC~DtinUe!J.
from
IlIIgV~f~c
.••. •..•
,
.....
r
........ ..-.
lIOvernmental roles wblch individuals seem to get stuck in. I
have a fresh perspective and the
desire and ahility to werk at
revitalizing Com. College as an
inatllIltion IIId • coumunlty.

phrase

I

judiclaJ and legislative actions of
our
Student
Government
AaaocIati.... It is with this in
mind that I feel confident in
asking for your support.
I refuse to make specific
campaign promises because, in a
year of fiscal turmoil, the role of
the President and the OUBranteed
implementation d programs will
certainly become increaslngl,y
difficult.
Even more
than
promises d specific prograJllll,
we need assurances with regard
to organization
and effort.
Members of this college community need to understand the
structure d Student Government. Committee memberships
and mandates must be -readily
available to the community.
Student Government must encourage the community to make
its concerns known. Perhaps
more Importantly, the leaders of
student Government must actively seek out and ileal with
community concersn. We need to
review, re-evaluate, and take
positive and deliberate measures
to help remedy campus-wide
problems. We need to devote our
attention to such issues as the
college budget, campus
expansion, the calendar,
vandalism, academic quality, longrange planning, the quality of life
on campus, community interaetion and college governance
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Vice- President-------

DONNA HODGE
I woold like to introduce myself
to the Connecticut
College
community by first stating that I
am a member of the CIa .. of 1978.
I bring myself to the attention of
the campus community because I
am currently seeking the office of
vice-president
of
Student
Government here at Connecticut
College.
My reason for seeking this
office essentially is because I am
interested in seeking a BllWld
student governing body at Com
College. I realize that the only
_oj we are going to achieve this
is through the process of Student
Government elections. And that
is why I am- running. I am interested in the overall student
involvement on this campus, and
the role that we as students have
in the various decision-making
processes of the college.
My qualifications for running
for this office is simply that I

want. the job. By wanting and
nmmng for this office I am
making the commitment to you
the student body, that I am
wIIIq to give my time and
fIIergy to doing the best possible
job that I can. Too many times we
lilt down and complain ahoot
things among ourselves whlle
never taking the initiativ~ to try
and bring about change. Running
for this ollicels my way of ~
the initiative in an attempt to
lriI.'g about a stronger, more
active student governing body.
In speaking with many <t'the
students on this campus, \be
major areas <t concern are (I)
the rising costs of attending Com
College; (2) what will be done
with the old library once the new
onels completed; (3) the need for

mOre

social,

and recreational

activities; and (4) improvements
in the sanitary conditions of the
donns.
Iam not in the position to make
any promises as to what can or
cannot be done about these and

other issues. I can say, mwever
that if I am elected these Issue~
will he looked into and given the
utmost concern and attention.
" M~ involvement
in extracurricular activities thus far
include: member of studentfaculty committee; participant -in
Freshmen Orientation Program'
member of the Executive Board
of Unity House; member of the
social committee
of Umoja;
participant in Parent'. Weekend
Program;
and involvement in
intramural _rt s,
In closing, 1ask for the support
of the college community in my
bid tor this office; and I would
like to urge everyone to come out
and vote 80 we achieve a quor-

um.

Board----~terms on the board many
students have spoken to me about
the honor code and the board.
From the questions that have
been asked and the concerns that
have been aired, I feel that I have
acquired a good basic understanding of students' attitudes
and judgement on this campus.
The chairman of the Judiciary
Board is responsible to both the
board and the community. He is
responsible to the accused, that
he receives all of the rights and
opportunities to which he is entitled. He Is responsible to the
board that he must preserve
procedure and present board
members with all the information
relevent to preparing a decision
and recommendation,.
As a
representative
of the student
body he Is reSpOnsible to the
faculty and administration
to
ensure that a high academic and
social standard Is maintained, as
reflected int he decision and
policies of the hoard. My two
years of e""erience on the board
hearing cases and helping to
drive and interpret hoard policy
could be considered invaluable
for anyone wishing to a .. ume the
chair.
As outlined
above,
the
responllJbjlitiilr-<if the chairman

and tne board are numerous and
extend to many elements Of the
college community. The students
share in this responsibility. The
Honor Code states that any
stud.ent who Is aware of a possible
infraction should remind the
student allegedly committing it
to report himself to the chai11Il8ll
<t the board. Esch Conn. College
student there is a constant interaction between the Judiciary
Board and the community at
large which Is essential to a
smooth and properly functioning
board. This Is especially true in
the face of the recent increase in
the incidence <t vandalism and
theft on campus. U these student
responsibilities
are not met,
every student will pay for the
damage, the costs <t which
should be met by those whose
actions caused it.
Finally I urge everyone to vote
on the 13 and 14 April Without
quarum vote there cannot be a
student government or student
Judiciary Board.

TAMMY KAGAN
For those of you who missed
my platform ~tatement in. the
F~bruary. I~ ISSue of Pundit, I
will repnnt It helow. My emcontlDued on page ten

JUDY NEWMAN

of the vice-president is that of the
non-votiqj advisor to the freshman cia .. , and the overseeq of
elections to that body. It is within
the freshman class that muCh of
our potential rests. Freahman
must be geared towards actiVity
at Conn. The elected ollicers of
this class must be capable to
contribute strength and coheaion
to the school.
I woold worlt to make aure that
t -y po..... ed these capabilities.
H elected vice-president, I would
serve conscientously, and actively making alterations where
they appear necessary, I would
generate' action in these vital
areas of COM. College, which are
so essential to our future. I feel
that I can provide the strong
leadership which Is necessary for
student government.

Many aapecis of Connecticut
College need to he altered to
guarantee maintenance of the
high quality of education that this
school seeks to provide. We are
witne .. ing a eructsl period in
Conn. history, and to eliminate
w1nerability, decisive and 1mmedtate action must be taken.
Having spent almost one tun year
here, I have made an assessment
<t some of the things that we need
and where we are going. In light
of_ the apathy evldent in recenl
s1l1dent government elections, 1
have become convlriced that
revitalization
of
student
government
is Imperative.
I ~ ....
wooId, if elected vice-president,
work for that revltaHzallon,
trying to bring coherence andstimulation to the areas under the
vice-president's jurisdiction.
ANN RUMAGE
Clubs are an 'e.. ential part of
I, Ann Rumage, am a can..
Conn. College as they are in the
didate for Vice President of
foreground of extracurricular
activities. WhlIe'some clubs are Student Govenunent and have
strong, there are many that are been actively involved in Student
weak. As Student Club co- Government since my Freshman
ordinator I would worlt for the year: I have had the opportunity
institution of stro~ leadership to <t serving as secretary <t Student
the clubs, insuring opportunities Government, house president, as
College
for students to participate ac- a member of the
Development Committee and tile
tively in viable extracurricular
Student-Trustee
Committee.
programs.
Through
these
e""erlences
I feel
The flnancisl situatioo at Com.
deal with
is one whiCh directly affects I can effectively
everyone. As Chainnan of the students, as well as faculty and
sub-committee
on finances I administration.
Next tall will be a new exwoold strive to he a conscientous
overseer <t financial matters. perience for the college cODh
Budgetary priorities must be munity. The number <t student
analysed and reevaluated
to representatives on the studentinsure 8 smooth economic [acuity committees have been cut
foundation on which this school in hall which adds more lmcan operate. Such matters in- portance to the Student GovernAssociation.
Student
chtde the funding of chtbs and the ment
financial
support
whiCh Assembly and Gollege Council
organizations
in this school will deal with more problems and
grievances which directly relate
receive.
to each student: the new comThe student
government
organizatioo is an essential one at mittees won't be able to deal
Conn. It speaks for the student effectively with the same amount
body, and guarantees that the <t work. So the a.. embly will
students are justly represented. I have even more responsiblity to
woold seek to eliminate the the dorms to report the Issues and
800rce of apathy .ihat was so perceive student opinion. But
evident in recent elections. As students will have to let their
know their
chairman of the election board, I house presidents
opinions
on
the
problems.
Then
woold insure that the duties of the
Student
Assembly
can
be
a
otticers
are
sufficiently
publicized and that the im- responsible governmental body
portance of student government with student power. With less
is realized, in an attempt to stir student representation there will
the consciousness of the Conn. be a greater need for a stronger
Student Government.
College student body.
Student Government must get
One of ~ most important jobs

'"

~

a sense of student's priorities on
the budgeting
problem.
As
cbai11Il8ll of the Finance Subcommitte .. I must find a balance
between athletics, academics
and SoclaI Board needs. A lair
decision can only be made with
student input as a guide. At last
week's all campus forum II was
obvious that more people ;""1 to
participate and solve problems
but don't know how. By working
more closely with' Freshman
Class Government, perhaps more
Freshmen will want to be involved and will learn early how to
become active
in Student
Government.
Upperclassmen
can . also help Freshmen
by
leading them in positive ways.
Student Government must help
lead the students in solving
problems and improving the
Connecticut College community.
Many problems have been forced
on the community due to our
financial position. The positive
long range goals must be reached
through proactive
planning.
Student Government helps solve
these problems as well as day-today problems which directly and
indirectly effect ail of us
especially students. Next year
will be a change for the college
andStudent Government needs t:,
be mote _
than eve. 10 be
ft8tlQnaive

and dem-.

to atuden.\ &rt~81\eea
S\\lll.enl.Govomnnet\l

musl control a lorceful position
with student input strengthening
WI" stance.

ALAN
SCHLESINGER
Election Platform for the VicePresidency of Student Government
Alan Schlesinger advocates the
following:
A vital reorganization of Student
Government
-A reevaluation of students'
needs and desired activities.
-Create
new interest and
defeat apathy by making Student
Government meaningful to the
student body.
-Student

Government

should

take s stronger initiative and use

its power more decisively
Issues concerning students.
contlDued on page ten
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Music dept. recital:
Poetry set to music
A recital of contemporary
the musical version of five poems
muaic sponsored by the Con. by Dorothy Parker, "The Flaw in
Paganism" (1967), "Comment"
necticut College department of (III), "Resume
II," "Con.
muaic will be given tonight at
iecture"
(rY)
and
''War
Song"
8:30 p.m., Dana Concert Hall, ,olmmio~s Art Center,
(V).
Soprano Anita TeHemepe, who
One of the most outstanding
...J
received ber master's degree in' chamber music organizations of
Ill:
music from Connecticut College, the
German
Democratic
A.
will be accompanied by concert Republic, The Berlin String
C
pianist Claire Dale of New Quartet will perfonn in Dana
London; pianist Mary Hubbard of Hall at Connecticut College
.,: Ledyard, Yale University Tuesday at 8:30 p.m.
is student; viailing instructor of Ml'ZlII't's "Quartet in 0 Major,
z haIp Suaan Davis, a member of K. 499" will open the program;
~
the Eastern Comecticut Sym- followed by "Sil: Bagatelles" by
A.
phony; and U.s. Coast Guard Anton Webern and Hugo WoU's
Band member John Foltz, on "Italian Serenade in G Major."
pel'CllBlllon.
Following intermission,
the
The program of poetry set to group will perfonn ''Quartet in 0
music will begin with "Quattro
minor" and "Death and the
Uriche di Antonio Machado"
Maiden" by Franz Schubert.
(1948) by Atnonio Machado,
The ensemble was founded in
followed by Stephen George's
1965 and in 1973 became the first
"Funf Lieder, Op. 4" (1908) and musicians from the German
"Madrigals, Book ill" (1969) by Democratic Republic to tour the
Federico Garcia Lorca. The United States.
musical adapiation of Lorca's
The four musicians;
Karl
poetry was arranged especially
Suske, first violin, Klaus Peters,
for the harp, percussion and second
violin,
Karl-Heinz
voice.
Dammus, viola and Mathis
Following intennission will be Pfaender,
violoncello,
hold
the continuation of "Madrigas,
leading positions in the StaatBo'*: ill." Eight songs i>f The skapelle of East Berlin.
Season of Time from the texts of
In the 1966 International Music
tanka poetry of ancient Japan
Competition in Geneva, -the enand three poems of Associate
semble was a prize-winner and
Professor
of English Rohley
-was awarded the special "Prix
Evans will then be presented. Mr. David Josefowitz" for the best
Evans' poems are "City Night"
interpretation of a Bela Bartok
(19H) , "The
Handlterchief
String Quartet.

..

FINE ARTS
Raitt gives phenomenal performance
Before packed house in Palmer
by JUDe-AmI Greeley

Plaudits to WCNIand the Conn.
College Social Board for bringing
to this campus one of the best
roel< conerts ever. Last Thursday night Bonnie RaItt and
Roonoful of Blues perfonned in a
remarkable
fashion for the
cheering and enthusiastic pael<ed
house in Palmer Auditorium.
Because of some technical
difficulties, the show did not
begin untll sometime (20 minutes
or so) past the hour. Then
Roomful of Blues came on. They
are a local Connecticut band, and
have been around for about eight
years.
.Sorne people do not really enjoy
them;
they are not great
musicians, and their music is a
blend of traditional blues and
country - a kind of rural blues.
But this reporter throughly enjoyed the performance.
They have an earthy, moving
sound that naturally inspires
hand-clapping and body-swaying,
and over an hour of that kind of
music can drowse any audience,
never mind one populated with
their fans. Their appearance is
unique; from fairly conventional
Dance't" (191~)and "The Ko\rabi
'tbe periormance by the Berlin
dress on the hom section, to the
\a an ()\\Oman Pr\.nce\ing, Ot'
String Quartet \s the final concert
very distinctive get-up of the lead
llmaU_",,"
\1Il'1~).
In \:he 1971>-16 Arllst !len.. at
guitarist (who does their vocals).
Concluding the eveninll will be Connecticut College.

An intermission
followed,
She was phenomenal. This isn't
.
hi h time people did the
meant to sound overdone, but Its
~:
;;Ili~g about, mingling in just the simple truth. The exd tching some fresh
cellent perfonnance IS allnbuled
ll!"oupsd'an. ca tte or two It was . partly to her, and partly the
air an a cigere
.
talkative crowd,
yet a udi ence. Her e Iy a t Palm er h as
hap
a t py,
tant of what was there been such an agreeable and
mas were expec
responsive crowd.
to follow.
Ralll ( ho i
Rad lift
Next came the appearance on
Ms.
w 0 IS ace
stage of Ms. Raltt"s band, and dropout, a Quaker, and the
the announcement by the bass
daughter
of John Raitt,
a
guitanst that "Bonnie got sick
Broadway perfonner) has been
today, and won't be able to mske
known to. play anywhere from
it tonight, but we'll play and twenty minutes to an hour.
retend that she's here." A bit of
But Thursday night she gladly
~eatriCS, but suitable since it contmued to p.lay for nearly two
was April Fool's Day. There were
hours. There IS not much to he
many lighthearted jokes and adsaid for the musical ability of her
Iibs all evening. They began a few band; nor Ms. Rail's, the! are all
chords then Bonnie RaItt walked
competent. But what heightened
on wiih a nourish of her ti~e
their perfonnance even more so
~dkerchief.
cODllnued ODpqe slxteeD

Michael Grando returns to Conn.
With new mime repertoire
by Jim DlsllaDt
Michael Grando, a disciple of
Marcel Marceau,and one ol only

a few professional mime artists,
will retum to Connecticut to
perform a program
of new

l1eces, Sunday at 8 p.m. in
Palmer Auditorium.
Grando was a professional'
,actor before he perfected his
prowess for mime. He trained
with Marcel Marceau in Paris for
two years during the early 60s.
This work was culminated in
Grando's first msjor engagement
at the Brussels World Fair in the
late 60s, which was a great

success.
Grando taught mime at Conn
last year and last semester
taught a special topics class for
theater students. He has also
taught at Rhode Island College,
University of Rhode Island, and
Brown. Aside from teaching,
Grando has had perfonned all
over the country in the past few
years.
In this concert he will perfonn
jrimarily new pieces. In last
year's performance,
Granda
perfonned a variety of scenes,
which were mostly college
oriented _comedies. Though he
had such an excellent' response
last year, Grando .will perfomi
more serious pieces, "heavies,"
this year, following requests by
many theater
students.
The
perfonnance will include a piece
that has been in progress for a
longtime,IlOldAge,
New York."
Grando has been well received
by most audiences. His per·
fonnance was enjoyable, en·
tertaining, and moving. This
year's perfonnance will probably
be even more spectacular than
last year's.
'

'K ing of Hearts': An
Escape from reality
the madmen are inside or outside
by Pam Jardine
"King of Hearts" will be shown the asylum.
"King of Hearts" is set during
Sunday, April II atB and 10 p.m.
in Dana Hall. The 1967' fiim the second World War and
directed by Phillippe DeBroca captures
the troubles
and
stars Alan Bates and Genevive worries of the ordinary people.
Bujold.
,They are confused and lost, ana
The plot involves the invasion the insane people from the
of a French town by the Ger. asylum
demonstrate
such
feeling.
mans. However, the residents
have already escaped the village,
They want to' think that
leavmg only the inmates of the everything is alright; and in their
asylum. The names are simllar own world everything really is.
to those of "One Flew Over the The fiim implies that escapism is
Cuckoo's Nest."
aimost better than having to deal
The fiim deals with the triumph with life's harsh realities.
of the dhildlike innocence of the
Bates' and Bujold's perlnmstes over the violent seU· formances
are
convincing,
destruction of the civilized world. capturing both the period and the
The viewer is left wondering if difficulties of life.

•

Keith's

Column

Slimmer sounds

[

by Keith Ritter
the wanner weather draws
nearer, so too does the Intensity
of sununer music. This, to me, is
music that captures the heat,
pulse, and obstreperousness of an
August night In a city. Most
groups are on tour during the
summer, publicizing
albums
which have come out In the
sIriDg. And that, dear readers, is
A$

where we are now.
Last summer, disco was the
rage. However, disco music was
(and is) fonnuls music; it lacks
spontaneity. This summer will
be, I believe, the summer of Latin

music.
Now, some Latin music has
always been around, usually In
jazz circles. And there have been
some attempts at commercial

Latin-Rock;

Santan,

Malo,

Barrabass.
But this year I
believe that people like Palmieri,
Colon, Puente and others are
going to be listened to by a far
wider audience than they have
ever attracted before.
One of the- reasons I feel this
way is the reaction that the new
Santana album is getting -, This
album, titled Amlgos, is practically a study in the differences
between disco music and Latin
music .: And every person I've
played this album for has loved
the Latin music and hated the
disco drek.
Now, Santana's music in the
past has not been real Latin
music; it was too electric an
much of the power of it was lost In
layers of overdubbing. This is not
to say that it was bad; I am an
avid admirer of the Santana

band. But it was not pure Latin
music. However, Santana has
refonned.
The very first cut on Am!g08
"Dance, Sister, Dance", is ~
perfect blend of Rock and Latin
music that Santana has been
searching for. I can think of no
way to improve upon this song.
The next cut is a remake of
"Incident at Neshubar" and is
interesting for its change of
tempos.
But then the disco music begins
and the album collapses. Three of
the remaining five songs are
disco-patterned, But the other
two, "Gitana" and "Europa" are
among the best Santana has ever
done.
All in all, this is a good album.
Its inconsistancies
can be
overlooked
in light of the
amazing development the band
makes In its development of a
new sound.
Only bassist Dave Brown is left
from the original Santana band.
Keyboard player Tom Coster has
changed styles quite a bit and
drummer Ndugu is a strong
replacement for MIke Shrieve.

Conn. professor organizes exhibit
Featuring synchronistic artwork
by Jim Dlalwlt
Russell was an ematriot who
Normally
art
history
lived most of his life ui Paris and
professors only organize art has been largely ignored by;"ost
shows at that particular college:
art historians. He was a student
but. Gail Levin Tbeodore,
of Henri Matisse and was greatly
asshaslSretanset
prheofedssordof
artnized~lDry, influenced by this painter.
arc
an orga
an
There were two openings of
exhibit at the Museum of Modern Russell's work in Munich and
Art in New York City. This Paris in small galleries in 1913.
exhibit features the work of the Unfortunately Russell became
American artist Morgan Russell discouraged with this style after
(1886-1953).
1922, and painted represenTheodore has just completed tational work. "This is not his
her doctoral thesis on Wassily best work," explained Theodore.
Kandinsky's influence and the
Nevertheless he had already
American avant-garde, 1912-1950 influenced
some
modern
at Rutgers University. During
American
artists,
such as
this research she came across Patrick
Henry
Bruce
and
some old documents and a large Thomas Hart Benton,
and
collection of Morgan's Russell's Stanton Mcdonald-Wright.
work.
theodOre presented her find·
Russell founded and named a ings to William Rubin, director
new style in art in 1913, the ot the department of painting and
sychromist
style.
The sculpture at the Museum of
mov.ement's n"'!'e is analogy to Modern Art, in late spring 1975.
m~c. He combined fauvism ~d ,
He immediately recognized
~blSIIl to fonn .synchromism the artistic value of Russell's
~th rythmic curves. Projecting
paintings and Theodore was
lights and color t~ough Ilnes ~d
commissioned to organize the
planes would be his object. It IS a show. Tbe exhibit includes 53 of
fonn of abstract art.
Russell's smaller works, with

Poet, critic
To read

Q

m

related drawings, notebooks,
Z
watercolors, and oil studies.
Z
Theodore's
interest
In!"
American Art is her "last and "II
greatest interest". As a senior at C
Silnmona
College abe wrote a _l!i
thesis on a 15th century Flemish
painter. In her master's thesis :oC
abe compared Henry Moore, a •
living British sculptor, with the )0
traditional Italian Rennaissance,
"II
in which she discussed the ar!!!
chetypal forma, the psychology of
the work.
She went to the Soviet Union
January 1975to study more about
Wassily Kandinsky
for her
doctoral
thesis.
There are
collections of Kandinsky's work
at the Tretlakov Museum in
Moscow and the
Russian
Museum in Leningrad. Although
some were loaned to the
Guggenheim Museum a few
years ago, these collections are
not usually exhibited and are
kept in store rooms. Theodore
was allowed to see the works; she
is the only American scholar who
has had tWs privilege.
Theodore plans to write a book
about American modern art
which will include a long chapter
about Russell. "My great interest
lies in the artists and their
sources of inspiration and the
interaction of modern art with
One day, while walking the
should be warned that "T8Xl streets
h
irl
h
European
art. Visual com, e sees a g ,w ose parisons Including the use of
Driver" is a hard film to digest
beauty and supposed purity letters ~nd diaries of the par.
and is not recommended for all.
~ve["Whebnh~. She.becomes an ticular artist are also he\pful,"
The story opens in New York
image of cleanliness Ul a c\t~that concluded Theodore.
City, which is seen as a living
normally represents only b\th to ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
bell. Porno shops, pimps and
~. He.takes her to a porno tum,
\os "here a \u'ure
'01"
prostitutes
are everywhere.
which disgusts her and she leaves
'
Steam is coming up from unhim. This rejection makes him
theatre at Conn.? Come
derground. Among this setting,
search
fur
vellBeance
and
he
discuss
debate and question
we see.Travis, a lonely man, who
deCIdes to assassinate
the
f
•
is unable to sleep and is addicted
presidential candidate fur whom Today, 4:30 p.m. 202
to seeing·porno flicks. He takes •
she works.
night job as a taxi driver so tbal
eeannuencn page twelve
..- Palmer.
his sleepless nights will pass
more uickl

Loneliness and other problems of
City are. themes of 'Taxi Driver'

"Taxi Driver", now playing at
the Garde Theatre, in New
London is Martin Scorsese's new
film, which deals with one man's
loneliness and how he deals with
it. .
Director Scorsese incorporates
many themes into his story. As
well as loneliness, he presents
other problems which Include
violence,
unfulfilled
love,
alienation, the ugtiness of a
large city, vengeance and cnuo
abuse. The ·story, as well as the
film, works because of the
John Hollander, poet, critic and authenticity of these problems in
editor, will read from his poetry
today's society and tbe possible
on Sunday, April 11 at 9 p.m. in ways in which they may be
Knowlton living room. The solved.
,
reading is sponsored by the
This is an extremely powerful
English
department's
Cof·
film and its impact hits bard. At
feespoon Series.
times the film is very violent,
A native of New York City,
which is necessary and effective
John Hollander received his B.A. In the film. Therefore, tbe viewer
and M.A. from
Columbia
University in 1950 and 1952
respectively, and his Ph.D. from
Indiana University in 1959.From
1954to 1957he was Junior Fellow
of the Society of Fellows of
Guest speaker at the morning
Harvard University andtaught at "worship
service
Sunday in
Connecticut College and Yale.
Harkness Chapel will be Rabbi
In 1962Mr. Hollander taught at Michael Berenbaum, lecturer in
Princeton University
as the religion and Rabbi to the
Christian Gauss Lecturer and Wesleyan University Havarah.
was the Visiting Professor at the
This Sunday -immediately
Salzburg Seminars in American oreceeds the Jewish holy day of
CiVilization.
·passover. It is also in the
He spent 1967-08 at Churchill
Christian Calendar palm Sunday
College, Cambridge University
and the beginning of Holy Week.
as the Overseas Fellow '8Ild in Rabbi Berenbaum's sermon will
1973-74he was the Senior Fellow
reflect this intersection and is
of the National Endowment for
entitied "Jews and Christians
the Humanities. Since 1966 Mr. Face Each Other."Hollander has been a professor of·
Rabbi
Berenbaum
is a
English at Hunter College and in graduate of Queens College, and
the Graduate Program of City holds a Ph.D. In Religion and
University of New York.
Culture from Florida
State
John Hollander's first book of University. He has also studied at
poems, Carckting of Thorns, was Hebrew University in Jerusalem
chosen by W.H. Auden as the 1958 and the Jewish' TheologICal
volume of the Yale Series of Seminary in New York CIty.
Younger Poets, Movlegolng and
The morning service will be
other Poems appeared in 1962, followed by an informal meal and
Types of Sbape in 1969,The Night discussion "Christians Look At
MIrror In 1971,Town and Country
passover, Jews Look At Holy
Matters and Seledod Poems also Week." Child care is aV81lable UI
continued, on page eleven.
the children's school.
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Dancers perform In
Spring Concert

Rabbi to speak
In Chapel

Students perform "A Set Piece with
Piano" at this week's Spring Dance
Concert. This dance involved 25dances
and was choreographed by Lenore
Latimer. Latimer was one of four

professional artists who directed an.d
choreographed the pieces for thiS
performance. They are in part-time
residence at Conn.
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Judiciary Board

.-----Social

.... Ibmed !rem ... ge levea
pbuIa baa been end conanues to or ber .
be on !be bnportance 01 Improved
Alide from lbeae funcllonl
11/
communication
between the dealing
directly
wIth the
c:l
Judiciary Board end !be .tudent Judiciary Board, lbe cbalrman Is
body, vla the ClaIrman. My a member 01 the Eaecutlve
lbou8bla on !be role of !be J.B. Board of Student Government at
cbalrman bave ootcbaDged, but I lea.t 81 lbe .truclW'e ezlsla
do wlab to add .omethlng
presently. As auch, he or abe
reg.-dlng lbe Judiciary Board 81 IJIIIIl repreaentthe student body
a wbole.
ellarge on Student Aaaembly and
I beIleve !be Honor System College Council. 1bllI .... t year
1lIId... which our acbool onerates iaaueI.uch as our new nbrary,
IS a I8ilque aaael to Connecticut cenlraUzed dining, and 01course,
..,:
College. In order for lbe ayatl!lJl our evor·lncreaalng tultlon, were
to be maIntained, Judiciary
trought up before lbese bodies.
Z
Board must remaln strong. I am There are certain to be more
~
confident that lbe J.B. election Iaaues 01the same bJlporl during
will reach quorum next week lbe coming year. Obviously lhIa '
because I'm confldentlbatwe a. election will decide whetber or
a student body wish to see rot students want a student
judlcla! matierl remain In lbe goVernment In the future, but I
hands of a peer group.
can only convey wbatthe role of
The folo~
Is my original the J .B. cbalrman sbouId be
statement to Pundit with a few' should the Executive
Board
additions and omfsslons In vIew continue to function. I feel that as
01 the reau1ts 01 the last electlm. a" member 01 the Eaecutlve
CARMEN PEREZ
After serving 81 Judiciary Board" the same quality of
Hello tbere. I, Carmen Iris
Board secrelary for one year, I openness one must display as
Perez, a member, of the class of
lIave decided to seek the chair- J.B. cbalrman should exist on
1978am running for the position
manshJp of the Board for the ,the part 01 ExecutIve Board
01 social chalrpersoo because I
coming year. The lnalgbt which I members.
'
still feel lhIa campus needs
have acquired In observing the
I believe
that the actual
workings of both the Board and structure of the offIce 01 the
bigger, better and more ways to
soclslize.
cbalrman has enabled me to chairman of tbe Judl$ry" Board
make this decision.
is nearly perfect. It now remalna
Since this is the second
The chairman ""rves a number the task 01 tbe chairman to wor~
statement I've written for lhls
iit functions. He or she must run a with the school - not to be seen
position, I would just like to
fairly structured meelin8 SO that as someone set apart or above the
refresh your memory of my
discussion is productive. I teel student body as ,"the Lord High
goals.
that I have leilrned how to con- Executioner"
as one 01 my
I feel olber social activities
duct the meetings In auch a way professors kiddingly referred to
should be oIfered while beer
as to achieve maxbnum ef- the cbalnnarr earner this year.
parties are. taking place. More
fectivess.
bit as a fellow student wIlllng
concerts should be offered per
In dealing with the rapport
to put time and effort Into better
semester.
My goal for the
bo_
the Conn slndent body eommunlcationa.
amounts of concerts
per
ano\ ~e 3uo\\c\arll Boaro\, 1
I ...... ehIe to c1e'l1Ote the time
_ter
Is at leaat tlree. If
be\\eile \he- e'\\a.\rtnma role muat and more than w\ll\ng to aaaert
elected, 1 wUl also incorporate
De somewhat e:dlanded. The only the effort. 1 ask for your support
lectures and ahowa Into my job.
feeling I sense among studenta at the polla next Tuesday and
I feel that students shouldn't
toward the J.B. is one offear. The Wednesday.
have to leave campus to find
purpose of having a student
soclsl activities. ThIs campus
Judiciary body is to provide
should offer a variety 01activities
judgment by a peer group in
to appeal to its diversified
alleged violations of the honor
, student social taste.
codes. 1bllI should lnatIU a seJUMl
I'm the type 01person who likes
of comradeship, not fear. Thoup ,
to get Involved and wolit bard,
all members of the Board should
therefore, the devotion of my
attempt
to dlspell the fear
lime will not be a hassle.
element by being open and honest
I've had several experiences
with the st udent body, the
putting together social functions.
- chairman must especially try to
1bllI is an alrldged list of my
do lhIa alnce it is he or she wbo
extra-curricular· activities:
Informs
students
of Board
Soclsl Chairperson 01 the Puerto
prpcedlres and answers moat
Rican Cultursl Club that span-,
questions on behalf of the Board.
sored a semi-formal
dance
Curre'ltly the chairman
I.
featuring "Sangre Latina" a latin
responsible for submitting a log
band. Presently I am a Student
of J .B. case.
to Pundit
Advisor, a member of the Black
periodically. 1bllI Is not enousb.
Voices Of Pride, the fund raising
Perhapa the chaliman could
chairperson of the Black Voices
write articles from lime to time
Of Pride, a member of La Unidad
dealing with the Board's f11J»
(The Puerto Rican Cultursl Club)
tlons and the problems whlch
and a member of !be Unity
seem to be occurring
moat
Executive Board.
frequently on campus. ThIs is the
I also have "Hang on In tbere
formal means 01 communication.
11/

....

::

..i

o

mew

The Informal
Is obvioua students must feel free to consull
with lbe cbalrman at any time
abouteny matter with which they
feel he or she can be belpful. 1bllI
Is especially true when students
encounter
problems
with
JrOfessors. In cases 01 academic
violations, students sometimes
express a lack of specJflclty In
professors'
directions.
If a
student
leels uneasy anout
confronting a professor with
questions, he or she must feel
comfortable about coming to the
chairman.
If the chairman
conveys receptivity and students
are well aware 01 where and how
the chalnnan can be reached,
perhaps
there will be less
hesitancy about apJrOachlng him

VICE PRESIDENT
conUnue{l from D82e seven

-JJeslgD a new list 01priorllies

administration and faculty on the
following lsaues:

and use the available funds ac·
cordlngly.
I. Course oIferings
2. Degree requirements
-set-up
various committees
3. Students' rights
that will act responsively on
4. The calendar
bJlporlant matters of urgency to
students. In lhls way, Student
5. Budget allocation to student
Government will be able to act organizations and activities
swiftly and efficienUy with less
-Fight for a strong Student
"red tape".
Government
that
will be
respecled by the entire ~ollege
-Attempt to increase student community.
participation by listening and
And above a1~ we must realiz e
responding to all ideas that are that Student Government is a
presented
to myself or the necessary part 01our college Iif".
council.
Dissolution would translate int 0

zero representation.
-Wolit

extensfvely

willi the

Board----

.

power" that could be seen by my GOOBER GILDAY
running again for offlce.
Y(lI can plaiDly see that I am
My name is Goober Gilday and
the most capable persoo to fulfl1l I am running for Chairman of the
the jKl8itlon of SocIal Chair- Social Board. If elected, I intend
person. A vote for me is a vote In to make quite a few changes in
the right direction. So get (lit both the quality and the euantitv
there and vote. Then we could of social activities on this campus
reach quorum and have Cannen
in the, coming Spring and next
Iris Perez for Social Chairperson.
year. If you vote for me, we:re
going to party. If you're a stiff,
VOTE" VOTE PEREZ!
don't vote for rne..

Working paper
caotioued from page five
facully
development.
More
scholarship
aid should
be
provided. The athletic program
should be developed. The list
could easily be added to, but let
me elaborate on two items,
scholarship
aid and faculty
salaries.
We are now offering some form
01 financial aid to abnost onethird· of our students. As the
tuition gap' between the public
and provate sectors continues to
widen, we may have to move to
the point where closer to haH of
the students are receiving some
form of aJd, if the academic
quality and diversity of the
student body are to be maintained.
For the fall 01 1975.the College
bad to mall 91 "admit-deny" leters to applicants
qualifying
for fll18cial aid - lettel"\' which
offer admission,
but deny
scholarship
aid
due
to
unavailability
of
funds.
AssumIng that balf of these

ranking between the 50th and 60th
percenllles for full and associate
professors, and slightly below the
40th percentile
for assistant
professors. To raise our position
to where full and' associate
professors would be at the 70th
percenllle level and assistant
professors at the 60th percentile
would
require
additional
revenues of over $135,200 per
year at current Prices, an amount
equal to the Income from $2.7
million of additional endowment
at 5 ner cent yield.
These higher percenllles would
place us more on a par with those
institutions
with which we
compete for students. Unless we
can move closer to these levels,
the College cannot expect to hold
its outstanding younger faculty
or to atlract those 01 highest
promise to replace
retiring
members.
The requirements which I have
outlined here are aummarized In
the Appendix. Most of these
students would have enrolled. if figures are only rough estimates
scholarship aid were available, to gel the planning process under
way, and most now be considered
with an average scholarship
package of $2,000, the College in more detail by the Develop..
would have needed about $90,000 ment Committee and by the
in additional student aid funds to Board of Trustees. I urge that we
take these students. An Increase sel the goal of raising the total
In gift Income for scholarssip 01 ~ million o~r a seven-year
purposes 01 $45,000 plus tbe In. period. In tbe nme years from
come (at 5 per cent) from 1966-1967lhr(llgh 1974-1975,the
$900 00001additional endowment College acquired $8.3 million In
wouid have closed the gap. In capital gifts and pledges, and
view of the likelihood of con- $10.4 million
for
current
tlnulng inflationary pressures, I operations. The combined yearly
suggest the goal of increasing the average over that penod was
endowment
for scholarship
$2.08 oullion; over the last three
purposes by $2million in the next years it was $2.3million. The goal
seven years.
01 raising lhls to almost $3.6
AAUP figures for 1974-1975million per year ,is an ambitious
show our faculty salaries, when one, but the contmued quslity of
compared with all other four- the College demands that WE
year colleges In our ontellory, atlaln it.

Vegetarians ----r.ntlnued from page three
Public Interest, have pointed out
the
dangers
of chemical
preservatives, dyes, and other
food additives heavily used by the
meat industry. Anthropology
continues to "discover" isolated
peoples 01 superior health and
long life spans whose diets inClude far less anbnal foods than
the American diet. (Natlol18l
Geographic oIten carries articles
on auch peoples.)
But where do vegetarians get
their protein? Is a vegetarian diet
nutritionally adequate? Isn't it
boring?
And those 'ethical
vegetarians who avoid killing,
don't they realize that death is a
l18tural part of life? It is impractical and impossible to live
without killing. After all,they 1dll
plants to eat, and science seems

-to indieate now ehat

l!\"eR

"IttAVJ

have a consciousness. If we stop
"",tlng meat, won't we be overrun
with anbnaIs? And if we did stop
JrOduclng so much, beef and
released the land to grow more
groin, would it really get to the
starving people of the world?
All l\Jese are valid questions,
and they an deserve answers.
Unfortunately, space does rot
pennitin lhls article. If there is
aufficientinteresl, I will continue
lhls article next week to answer
those and other questions about
vegetarians and vegetariarrlams.
Drop your queslions and comments in my box, No. 1322, lhls
week. Also plan to attend the food
issues fair todsy, Friday and
Saturday, 10a.m. to 4 p.m. In the
Cro lobby, for more informalion
on these and other food related
lsaues. Tbe fair Is sponsored by
SUiWHRRSa,

.
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Don'tknockit---

........
-~-------------....,..---------------

oulInued from page four
caoiDle"- Lyman-Allyn, and Dean
watson's house.
The evening (4-12) shift patrols
tile same area, but locks all
buildingsand turns lights off. The
day shift (8-4) also patrols the
entire campus.
Ali three shifts handle the
moneyfrom Harris and the snack
shop in Cro.
On each shift, usually two men
ride, two patrol the campus on
foot (referred to as Unit Two),
and two check cars at the gate
bOuse.
At 8:55 p.m., Palmer Library
reported a malfunctioning Xerox
machine, which had jammed and
caused paper to burn. The
machine was turned off.
Shortly afterward, Wisniewski
and Sgt. Eaton patrolled the
campus, while Whitham and
John Day, who has been with the
force for two years, cbecked
ears.
A caller reported a stranger
wandering in Lambdin at 9 :35.
Whenthe driving unit arrived, no
one filting the description was
sighted, and the caller was not in
his room
Security has no arresting
power; they can oniY hold a

dATES
.Phd
lIEC~IVITII
Come down to Hodg~s Square
and find those
painting,
carpeting,
and hardware
goods that will enhance your
room's decor. We're ready to
help you throughout
the
college year with any supplies
you may need for any de-it-

yourself projects.
ag1 Williams Slreel

442-8567

person until the police arrive.
They have not bad any serious
trouble apprehending suspecla
"just getting kicked," said Of:
ficer Day.
At 10:20,
Whitham
and
Wisniewski patrolled in the car.
Day returned to Cro to patrol on
foot, and Sgt. Eaton manned the
gatehouse.
During the latter part ri the
shift security performed lock-up.
This involves checking all doors
and windows in the buildingS. The
following
buildings
were
checked: New London, Hale Lab
'
Post Office, Blackstone, SmithBurdick, Winlllam, the Chapel,
Cummings, the Service Building
at south campus,
Palmer
Auditorium, Bill, and Fanning.
Unit One returned
to the
gatehoues
at
11:45.
The
bOusefeliow. of K.B. was there,
reporting the sighting of a large
rat in his dorm's dining room.
At midnight, a new shift took
over. They were Paul Stublick,
who had been working here for
three days, and Dick Varney,
who has been with the force for 7
years.
Varney, who is the only man
experienced on all three shifts,

r-----------.

BELLIN'S
39~~~~a~~~~et~
Telephone: 442-1818

THE COMPLETE PHARMACY

and
usually works the day shift. He, calls come through at the a~r1ved at Marshall,
discovered that the alarm had
too, was working at night to galehouae phone at this time.
been set r1f in the Complex.
alleviate the shortage of men.
Earlier,
Ben Wisniewski
All OO<rll on the westside of the
Commenting on his job, Varney commented on the problem of
Compl""
were checked, butlhere
said, "I've really enjoyed it Moat false alarms; there had been 6 so
was no sign of fire.
ri the studenls on this campus far this year. At 1:10, Unit One
John Day attributes some of
are basically good kids." He
the lack of respect for security at
added that it is hard to get help Coffeespoon.-Conn. to the fact that students
for the force; he had been
CODtIIlDedfrom page nine
aren't informed. "'!bey don't
working 14 days in a row. He said
in 1972 and Tales Told of lbe know what we do, they think all
that a major concern of the men
Falb .... in 1975. Mr. Hollander's we do is ride."
right now is the selection of. the
latest work, RefleclloDs
OD
new Security Chief.
Espionage, will be published by
The driving unit proceeded to
SUMMER ROUND TRIP
AtbenelDD in 1976.
patrol the campus. A student was
He has written three books of
NEW
YORK TO LONDON
stopped for going the wrong way
criticism: The UDInnlng of lbe
$265
down the one way road in front of
Sky; Images of Voice; and Vision
the new library.
MUST
RESERVE
65'
and Resonance and edited both
Unit One also went rif campus,
DAYS IN ADVANCE.
'lbe Lanrel Ben Jobnsoo and,
checking Abbey and Holmes
with Harold Bloom, 'lbe Wind
CALL TOLL-FREE
Hall.
and lbe Rain, an anthology of
eTO'
Two more men joined the shift
verse for young people. He also
(600)
647-7196
at 12:45: Michael Miller, who's
edited Poems of our MomeDt, an
been here two years, and Tracy
NOVA
CHARTER
CORP.
anthology
of contemporary
Speaks, with the force for 8
ITHACA,
NEW
YORK
poetry. end with Anthony Hecht,
months.
edited"
Jlggery-Pokery:
A
At 1 :00 the Power House, which
Cempendium
of
Doubl~
Dactyls.
calls every hour to let security
know that the lone man there is
OOIy, called.
o
•
""1"t1111'!i~;
"From 12 o'clock on, the
letty Pogrebin,
complete nerve center d. the
college is right here," Varney
;;!! successful editor,
commented, explaining that all
iii! writer, wife and

.

OCEAN
PIZZA PALACE
Specializes in
Birthday Partiea
And Gatherings

4f

52.95
54.45

'V
1lI
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mother gives you
the hard-hitting
practical lacts
you need to:
a enter the job
market

$1.75

88 OCEAN ~VE.
443-0870
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•
••.--------------------We're looking for
•
activist ••
•• oneonpolitical
this campus.
r
•

Ground Beef Qinner

Special

Salad

-FAMILY RESTAURANT
Offer expires 3/28/76

•
:10

much more!

Boy Burger'~
Fries and

BOY

2

:4

• ovoid family

I
I

B.G

'V
C

z

• get out of a
dead-end job

SEAFOOD - SPAGHETTI
HOT OVEN GRINDERS

History."

76'

~

• beat sex
discrimination

"Greatest
Steal In

·'L1ttle

!;l!
III

iii

: ..

"BEEF RU STLERS"

FOR KIDS-

,..

career-conflids
• and muc.h,

Special on 126 and 110
film developing
12 Exposures for
20 Exposures for

III
III

Women!Get ~ours!

FREE DELIVERY

~~*

'V

:10

C)

$

76
French Fries
Onion Rings

T08sted'French Brnd
CrispLettuce Salad

I

That's right -just one individual committed to liberty
should be reading this ad. Could it be you?
We'r-e the Young Libertarian Alliance-the
college affiliates of the rapidly-growing
national Libertarian Party.
We're organizing YLA chapters on every major campus.
and we need a coordinator right here.
Are you qualified for the job? TIle YIA coordinator
must be someone who's dedicated to achieving a free
society through political action, He - or she - will be responsible for establishing
a YLA chapter, organizing
meetings. rallies and demonstrations.
and publicizing libartartanisrn.
The Libertarian Party. though less than five years old.
is now organized in all 50 states. Our platform calls for a
strict respect for civil liberties. a non-interventionist
foreign policy. and a free-market economy.
Roger MacBride. our presidential candidate. is a 11011politician who recognizes that the Ref>ublican ~l1d.De.mQcratic Parties are entrenched.
estabhsh01ent
tnsututrons
whose only goal is the perpetuation of their own power.
The Ubertarian
Party is a new alternative - a young
and dynamic political force that's committed
to. in~i.
vidual freedom and opposed to government oppression \11

•

I
I
I
I
I
I
•

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

every
form.
If you
think you've got what it ta~es to be a YLA ~oordinator write or call us collect. We ve got a campus 111I formatio~ kit that will get you started. And we'Il give you
I all the hell> and advice we can.
.... .
I
One'finrahl wdord: A ' Aa YdLA can,lPu~,czololcrld,inBa,',Otrl'hYeOreU
,'sl •
•
do a lot 0 ar wor. k n t ehsa ary I
.
.
lone
small compensation:
You'll be helping to achteve
I
I Freedom in Otir Time.
I

•
•

•

YOUNG

•

LIBERTARIAN

ALLIANCE

1516 "P" Street, N.W.

I

D.C.20005
(202) 232-2089

•

I
I

....- ----.~-----------_.
Washington,

•
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Professor Robert W. Jordan will be speaking on
"Freedom and fhe Interior Life" tonight at 7:30 in
113 New London, as part of the continuing lecture

Who, where, how: Iiving off
campus.
includes (the number of rooms,

Over ihe pax! few yeers the
Students are aske<! to include
nwnber of students living fifname, address, how to contact the price, ... ) and when the
campus baa increased tremer>tenants, what the apartment lIpllrtment will be vacated.
dously. ThIs mov£nent IDwanis .----------------------~
off campus living .nay be a result
The Development
Committee
is sponsoring a
ria dlfferentattltude toward5 the
college Hexperience" or merely a
telethon to ra ise money for the operating budget.
r.esult of the limited space
The telefhon will take place on April 12-15, 19-22,26available in Coon's Iftsent dorm
29 from 6:30 to 9 p.m. In the development office in
situation.
Fanning. Volunteers are needed. Confae;t Robbie
Many students do not know
Roberts ext. 586 or post office box 1137.
what to look for when searching
for
an
apartment
(such
as
avoiding the "bad sectlOI\l" of . '..J

Taxi------------

the area), and where to find and

rent apartments, rooms or conliDued from pIlge DiDe
houses in the New London area.

series De Litteris

IV.

Food Day-----"'-----conliDned from pIlie five
has shown a relationship hetween
this diet and obesity, heart
disease, diverticulosis,
constipation, diabetes and various
forms of cancer.
The existence of hunger and
malnutrition is a third problem in
the U.S. Millions can not afford to
buy food. The current food stamp
system has been inefficient and
has not solved the problem.
Congress is presently proposing a
revised system, but even an
improved
program
cannot
eliminate hunger,
.
The government ·cannot solve
any of these problems by Itself.

Changes must come throUgh the
individual, and through group
efforts. Food Day, a nation-wide
event, is a day to begin learlnng
about these problems, about
possible group efforts,. about
what the individual can do, and
about ways of educating

one's

self.

fills the role of a beautlfW, sell·
Before his aSS8sination atcentered girl, who is aceustome<l
tempt, he meets a twelve year old
to using ,those around her.
prostitute, whom he befriends
Finally,
Martin
Scorsesi
and tries to straighten out. The
should be highly praised for hiJ
climax and surprise ending of the
direction.
There are man:
story makes a strong impact thaI
moments of lrilliance in "Ta>
will leave the viewer lhJnklng for Driver."
Among them is th'
aMW5I.
..
a long time after the film's
image at the beginning of th' '"
conclusion.
Robert DeNiro is brilliant as film, when a taxi appear
Travis, As a follow up to his through a mist ri steam in th
of the night. Th
,Oscar wiming performance in middle
loneliness
of
the
taxi
is
engulfe
"Godfather Part 2," I'Taxi
v~
Driver" proves that Denero is by the heat of the city.
Finally,
the
many
problerr
one of the best actors in films
today. He iis very effective in his . presented in the film are nr
WEKKoWTRAm
creation of an extremely complex completely answered, yet It
YOU SKOULD KKDW US
only
solution
which
seems
I
character.
The
remaining
pets and convenience.
members of the cast are also work is violence. Thus, tl
According to Joan this service
140 Captain's Walk
lingering question alt".r seen
New london • 442-0681
should eVentually help both the excellent.
"Taxi
Driver"
is
whether
or
n
Jodi Foster is also great as the
sludents looking for apartments
The New London Mall
violence is a justifiable SOIUtif
and the landlords who need to twelve year old prostitute. She
New London • 447-2968
to
the
problems
of
the
large
cit
rent out apartments. She em- certainly proves her versatility in
phasizes .that the project needs this film.
One may argue that Cybill
help of students who are Jiving otl
Shepard, in her role of the Rirl. is
campus.
\
-With education costs continually going up:
Joan asks those living off typecast,and that she is unable to
act.
campus to send the necessary
Regardless
of her acting
information to Box 17Sl ConabUl.\y ,1 beUeve \hat she Is quit.
tlectlcut CoUege, New lJ3ndon,
good In the film. She ~ectl,
says
Conn. 01." can. ~l.Q.
To at least partially alleviate
the problem, Joan Tabachnlck Is
atlel:nPting to estsbllsh a listinl!
of students who are livlnll. off
campus. These listings would
include infonnal\on as to who the
students are, where lbe apartment Is located, how many rooms
it has, if roomates are needed,
and how much the apartment
rents for.
The listing will also Include
whether utilities are included',
approximately when the students
plan to move out (I.e. May '76)
and other miscellaneous comments concerning the landlord,

tr
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Financial Aid Services
"Leave no stone unturned!"

"If you are tired of reading
women's novels (or biograpbies) which end in madhouses. gas ovens. car
crashes, leaps from open windows - then read Colette.
She will not present a retouched picture of the world
or pretend that life is painless. But she will show you
the pure -and the impure.
the earthly paradise which
flourishes in an imperfect
world. the pleasures to be
snatched from the jaws of
mortality."

rl'l'l'l'l'l'l'l'l'l'l'l'l'l'l'l'l'l'l'l'~""'''''''''''1
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German
I S

JUNE 28 TO AUGUST;3,
Earn up to 10 credits

in only

-

I:

I

Hampshire.

We offer undergraduate

I

and

graduate studies in German -

I

:3

Send for a complete, up-to-date, computerized
listing of scholarships,loans, fellowships, and grants
worth millions of dollars.

Aid Services

..------------

Box 9682, Dept. E
Washington,
D.C. 20016

Quick! Send me my copy of "Aid"

FmanClaI "d " ""'able

I am enclosing $8.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling

WRITE GERMAN SUMMER SCHool, UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
P.O. BOX 61~. DURHAM,

Financial
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Name
Address
City

_

--=__ ~-------~State

- ERICA JONG. ,\15 :'la~allnl'

L.7ip

_

THE PURE AND TilE
IMPURE.
52.95
THE RIPENING SEED.
S2.95
THE TENDER SHOOT.
53.95
THE SHACKLE.
82.95
CHERI AND THE LAST
OF CHERI.
82.95
GIGIIJULIE
DE
CARNEILHAN/CHANCE
ACQUAINTANCES.83.95
MY MOTHER'S HOUSEl
SIl~O.
52.95
THE VAGABOND.
82.95
BREAK OF DAY.
82.95
EARTHLY PARADISE.
.
85.95
.\0\\ at your bookstore

BOMI_
a
.Temple's Tyl!!! School ot Aft and ColI~1! of

-a
~

II

-.:a.
~

''.(~ ~'JJ' MOtHPrlYr"

-

eo8 ~14J)'.r:

~

~

llbe"ll Arts oller an academic year or ~mester
01 study at the Villa Caproni, the University's
Rome Campus. Study and live In the hean 01
Rome, a shon walk from the Spanish Steps. Visit
Florence, PI5a and other hal ian cultural centers.
Full credit courses are taught by dlstmguished
"EufOpean and American facully.
Tyler School of Art
Pamting. Drawing. Printmaking
Sculpture. Art History
College of liberal Arts
Anthropology.
European literature
Begmnmg throtlgh advanced Italian
Italian Uterat~re and Culture· ClaSSICal
and Modern Hlslory. Urban Studies
Independent StudIes
.(:ontatt: Gillian Pesche,
Office ot International Servlct's
Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa. 19122

FARRAR. STRAUS &
GIROUX
~/
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A Commonwealth
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.so much on clo hes..

Now you eanstop

Introducing Hit or Miss. Every college student's favorite store. You'may
have heard of us before; maybe you've even shopped at-a Hit or Miss store in
another town. And now there's one right here in Groton.
Hit or Miss is the store that sells the very same famous name clothes
you see selling in department stores and expensive boutiques. Only we sell
them for 30% to 50% less! Tops, bottoms, dresses, sweaters, jackets, you name
it. Everything you need for a college wardrobe, and everything marked 30%
to 50% off regular stores' prices!
.
.
At Hit or Miss we cut out the famous name labels, but you won't have
. any trouble recognizing the quality. We've also cut out charge accounts, fancy
store decor and other unnecessary extras that can jack up the price you pay.
So we can offer you real bargains.
Come in now to the Grand Opening of Hit or Miss in Groton. And
check back often. Because 'our big selection of clothing bargains changes so
often _ w.e-get new merchandise every morning - that we can't promise what
you'll find from day to day.
."
Except a good chance to spend less and take home more.

Hit or Miss.
MISSES AND JUNIOR SIZED FASHION AT YOUR PRICE.

~g

Groton: Fashion Plaza, 976 Poquonnock Road

Mon - Sat 10 to 10

-.
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Playoff berths undecided
As Hamilton wins two

SP-ORTS

In otner games, J.A. upset the
Faculty 54-33 as Carlos Gonzales
scored 18 points. Bob Hampton
As the regular intramural
had 18points for the Faculty. Bob
bssketbal1season enters its final
the Shot then poured in 33 points
two weeks, the playoff picture Is
to lead the Faculty to victory in
still unaett1ed. The top four teams
their next game, a 71-53 victory
from each division will make the
over Smith-Burdick
II, who
playoffs, but inter-division play
played the entire game with four
has brwght changes in the
slandings and left several playoff players. Burdick's Scott Masur
had a fine individual effort,
spots undecided.
HamiJton has been the most scoring 32 points.
Blackstone pulled away from
surprising team in the league so '
Lambdin in the second half to win
far. Last week they beat two
57-48.David Fiderer had 20 points
Division I teams, Plant Branford
and previwsly undefeated Smith- for the winners, while Mitch Pine
led Lambdin with 12. Morrlsson
Burdick.
Danny' Berlin led
HamiJton to the 60-48 upset of strengthened their hold on sooooo
Burdick by scoring 18 points, in place in Division I by defeating
addition to controlling the tempo J .A. 50-36.Seth Greenland scored
18 of his 24 points in the second
of the game. Tom Bell and Marc
half to lead Morrisson to the
Offenhartz each had 12 points for
victory. Pet ... Johnaon's 16points
Burdick. Hamilton improved
led Larrabee IIto a 57-34win over
their record to 7-2 by defeating
Freeman.
David Fiderer again
Plant Branford 50-47.HamiJton's
Jim Barnett was the game's high led Blackstone to a 67-35 victory
scorer with 20 points while Ted over J .A., as he scored 24 points.
Bob Rabin and Buzz Baer each
Von Glahn had 13 for Plant
had 12 for J .A.
Branfofd·

by Steve PrIce

::)
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Crew turnouts larger than ever;
Oarsmen drop opener to Yale

The men's varsity lightweights
by Waller Slve
looked best, losing by only a
With the preponderance ci. fans
...I
length in their race.
arOWld the campus one might
The women's N, although
ii think an awful lot ci. people spent
IL
losing to Yale. did beat a boat
their spring breaks just soaking
C
from U.Mass., and the women's
up the sun. With a few dedicated
varsity lost by two lengths; a
athletes, however, this Is no the
margin subslantially better than
..,: case.
.in
the same race last year.
The
crew
team,
back
from
a
is successful training trip at Rollins
It sbould be kept in mind that
z
::)
College, Florida, Is now readying
Conn. ci.ten peaks late in the
IL
season when races are most
itself for upcoming races. They
, hope to do at least as well as they
important. This is evidenced by
did last' year,
which was 'the fact that the men's lighthighlighled by a second place
weights didn't win a single race
finish for the men's lightweights
last season until their second,
in the nationals. The team has
place finish in the nationals.
been going through extensive
workouts in order to insure that ~ A crew meet is always a rather
everyone is in top physical
fascinating experience. It is a
condition to meet thl comunique combination of circus
petition
atmosphere,
tradition, and a
Crew seems to be a somewhat
little bit of stuffiness that derives
obscure sport at Conn. Few
from its origins as a kind of upper
propJe hav .. ever- ¥ ,a r"!'e"
class pursuit The tension can be
~h
l~ss s~,en a sheIl, 10 which - observed two ways; iil the ritual
. crew jocks .•r<IW. Owing to the
ci.the preparationa and the flash
fact that most of the team's races . ci. the finish.
'
ar~ away, and one must take. a
There is always the long
li~o: hike down to the Thames
buildup to the moment when the
River m order to View a race,
...'!f!:"~
turnouts for races are usually
...
.
only a handful of Conn. studenla.
Last Saturday,
COnD... waa
scbedul.ed to bold an invitational

•

stsrting gun stsrts everything
splashing and heaving down the
lake. Not for a second, however,
does the sense of grace and
lrsdition break. The boats all pull
straight off the line, belrsying no
sense of the strain and concentration involved, except in the
orders of the cox and the signs of
the competing oarsmen.
The movement ci. the boat Is
deceptively sleek, like a swimming centipede, but still the shell
pulls quickly and effortlessly on,
a
smoothly
pulsating
machine.
Enough fantasy. The team is
comprised of twenty returning
oarsmen and women along with a
group of enthusisstic hopefuls
an1l various coxswains. All this
participation and devotion add up
to a total of 44 people and siz
different boats which Com. will .-------------------....;--.,
enter in this season's races.
Upcoming Events
This Is the largest turnout the
team has ever had' and one can
April 9: Men's Golf-Home - 2:00 p.m,
only 10m<to the futue "smce only
April 10: Men and Women's Crew - at Colchester, ct. Men's
three membera of the team are
Tennis-Home - 2:00 p.m.
,
'
seniors.
April 13: Men's Tennis - at Fairfield University - 3:00 p.m,
April 14: Men's Tennis -at Clark Uriiversity-2:oo p.m,

\n "'b\eb. 'Woreea\er Po~bnlc:
_\ute and C\ar'lr. UniversIty

Springtime at Conn.

were participating. For'the few
CoDILstudents who did turn up,
the venture was somewhat futile
The~race was called off becaus~
the Thames, in one ci. its more
usual moods, decided to become
so rough that it was I!J1possibie
for any of the teama to;lake to thewater. Clark, mindlW of their
experienCe here last year/when
their boat swamped, was not
about to take any chances.

Conn., however

I

Can only mean tennis

remained

undliunled and belian looking
. fo~ar9
to ;tlteir ._Illce . the
followiOll day 'with
Yale
• HopeftJIly·the 'speCtatiiril are not
too diSappointed and WUi return
'iltli 'otIi.... 'Oi'tlll;
to be
held on Parent's Weekend.
This weekend the team will
travel to Gardner's Lake in
Colchester, Connecticut to try to
capture the Emerson CIIIl.There
the men meet The Coast Guard
Academy, Trinity, and Wesleyan
and the women will lake
Brown, M.I.T" and Wesleyan.
This promises to be a very ezciting race due to the high level ci.
competition
Their race Sunday, April 4 with
Yale, although
bringing
no
victories, was beneficial in that
.the team was..lIb1e10 "rOw in its
first organized race of the season.

my handle.'
Coach "Dig-me and my body"
Bohannon has been preparing his
gladiators of glamour to optimistically
compete against
several teams this spring. Unblemished in several victories

by
BaseUne Boomer
Tennis has traditionally been
the gentleman's, game. Cutting
mto the upper crust of society,
many have viewed enviously the
elite enjoying this intellectual
thinking man's game.
As spring slowly blows into the
greater New London metropolis
refined gentlemen, and women'
laced in white tennis appare~
bound to the courts of play at
Camp Connecticut College. Yes,
.t one ventures to the Norlh tennis
courts,
lodged comfortably
behmd the scenic
Crozier
Williams Super Dome, one will
see that such celebrities as

Varsity oarsman Peter Jarret before .••

nic~

J

•

over the women's team, the
Connecticut men can socially
boast' a winning record.
'
..Leading the pack of botj) elk
perience and celibacy are Romeo
Roberts, who has been lonely all
but too long, Rockey Rosenfeld,
and Lawrence of Arabia Yahia.
All join Roberts
in their
aggressive style of play. All three
can be conaidered successful
doubles players.

~~~~~~~2'"
~

00

Greg "Get me a Partner"

.s be,
Jim Laver
andwife
even
Nickotai
SchullerLitwin,
and his
to
a Owie Prague have all taken to the
i! gsme. As a matter ci. interest,

Yahia, "Oh my Dicker," Dicker
and "Baby Bo" Bohonnon are
among experienced
singles
players
working
towards
~certaining yiclqries in <.I'lI'/ll<:s
Withthe others. Others battling lp
this socially respected game are
Ethan '.'Big F~'- Wolfe, Vance"
"Get Down" Gilberl and "Get me
More" Goddard.
Yes, girls, believe me when I
say, nothing can deter these three
from filling in a position on

~~SO

Prague was heard saying, "1'11
come out and_watch tbe women
~ if I can lake my racket out of i~
S cover." He further stated, HI
.8 hope there will be a good grip on

;j!

I

... and after

Roa§! and Toast Nominations
Nomi."ation.forms are available. in the Physical
Education Office for the annual Physical Education
Roast and Toast. Students are invited to nominate
senio~s ",:,ho have made ~onsistant, outstanding
, ~o~ri.p;'tlons .t~ tre Physical Education Program
In Int~rco"e\llate.iAthletics,
Intra murals, Physical
Education Classes or OJ ub Sports.
.
Nominations can be made from April 12th
______
.... __
c.:..~
...... ~
through April 15th.

...

Lookee Here!
The first round of competition for the Co
~lIege Poker Tournament will begin at 1'00 nn.
I
th Cr
B
.
Pm
n e
0
a.r this Saturday, April 10. Ple~s~
remember to nng your $2.50entry fee with you.
TO.date,there are 26participants and entries will
contl~u: to be accepted until April 8. Sign up at Cr
desk If mterested.
0
...- .~... __
L

...-____ ~~..:.

anyone's team.
.
The spirit of spring fever has
unquestionably struck us all. The
destiny
of the Connecticut
College varsity tennis team
might
be considered
unprediclable. Perhaps, with a litUe
practice and proper scheduling
theteam'will-be dating victory.~
a11-<lHheir-matches:J

-_'_"====_-=-_-_-_--.:.:--.:.:--:::.=:::J--

Table Soccer

First Conn. men's lacrosse game
Receives enthusiastic home support
by Davenport Scoll and Peter
SIokes
No those aren't savage NativeAmericans that are wailing on
each other out on the South Green
each day. j'hey're frustrated
frestunen, sophomores, Juniors,
and Seniors releasing tensions in
a new Conn. sport - Lacrosse.
This cold and windy Marcb
iOSpiredmore than 30 gridders to
participate on the Conn. Collete
Lacrosse team. Tbe team is
under the direction of James
Courtney, a man with high bopes
and great determination. With
the help of Davenport Scott, Mike
Weinil<, and Athletic Director
Charles Luce, Courtney obtained
equipment, field space, and a lull
schedule.
There are a wide range of
talents and physiques on the
team with participants spurred
on by enthusiasm which nwith the temperature.
Dally
improvement by call can be
noted as well.
April 5, the team made Conn.
College history when they held
the first men's Lacrosse game.
Under fine weather conditions,
and spurred on by an enthusiastic
crowd of home team supporters,
the Conn. squad faced the
powerful team of Southern
Connecticut State College.

Golf team
Swings into
5th season
by B. CJark
The Connectlcut College golf
team Is swinging Into it's fifth
year with high hopes of bettering
their 8th place finish in the 1975
Connecticut State Tournament.
Coach Bill Lessig asserts, "This
year's team should certainly be
as strong as last year's, if not
stronger. I am very optimistic."
Returning
from last year's
team will be Bill Hermanson, a
third place finisher In the' States
last year, Dennis Shortell, Paul
Hammennan, Jim Feinberg, and
Dave Palter!. Sorely missed will
be Bob House who has transferred.
.
Coach Lessig will 1001< to his
new players Billy Clark, Dave
Sllbersteln, and Fordy Gardiner
to add depth to his squad. Gardiner, a junior transfer lr~
Washington and Lee, was the 1974
VIrginia Small College individual
cbamploo, but his play may be
bampered
by recent
back

surgery.
AU home matches will be
played at the exclusive Black
Hall Golf Club in Old Lyme, aatd
by many to be one of the fiDest
CllW'Sesin New England. Dally
practices, however, are held at
Norwich Golf Club.
The team will be facing !IIch
powers as Wesleyan, Trinit¥,
Coast Guard and the Universlt¥
f1 HarIlord. AU matches will be
medal play with five man teams·

The visitors, seasooed by three
games already under their belt
this year, wss able to snatch an
early lead. In the second quarter
however, midfielder Peter Stoke;
shot the Com. squad into thc
scoreboard. By halftime, though,
Com. 'slack of experience proved
a major factor as they found
thernselves behind IH.
The second half proved more
profitable for Com. as attackman Bear Kobak netted two
goals, while Andy Smoller and
John Moore eacb talUed one. This
fine scoring combined witb
spectacular saves by goalie Jim
Glick proved
unsuccessful,
bowever. as Southern
COD-

m

(away).
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Soccer team attends
I ndoor tournament

Tickets available
For R igb y p er form an ce
by Aprill~College
,In Room
Cathy Rigby, whose per-' picked
214, InupFanning.
performance for the U.S. Olympic sonnel will be charged the
Team In 1972 brought her the standard admisslnn lee for the
rank of Number 5 gymnast In the evening lecture.
world, will be conducting a clinic·
Clinic participants are limited
in Crozier-Williams Gym at 4:00 to the first 100 registrants, and
p.m., on Friday, April 23. Coat for spectator
capaclt¥
Is also
participating on the floor with limited.
To Insure
ticket
cathy is $10, which also Includes avaUabiUlty, please make your
admission to a lecture p-ograJD reservations
by caUllng tbe
at 7:30 p.m., that evening.
Connecticut College physical
In Palmer AuditorilDD, Cathy's Education OffIce, 442-6391, exlecture will feature slides of her tension 204.
Olympic performance.
Spec-

2-1 behind

goals

by

Coast Guard, and
Babson, who went on to win the

trornament.
COIllID~on PlIIes_

Gut\e\

Cbar\le

Cissell and BlII Clark; tled
UConn, Central Connecticut,
Eastern
. Connecticut,
and
Westfield:
then
loat
to
~.;;R~US;;;"N~ES~S~O;;.P;.;,PO;;,;,RT~U.;;NI~TY~

St Uff

Envelopes

$25.00 PER HUNDRED
E .
Immediate arDlngs
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 612A
102 Ch Ie Street
ar s
aiiiss iii1.4..
I,_Bo
.. s.to.niii,.Miii•.•O.2.1

New York-Luxembourg.

through June 15: $410
June 16 through
September 15. From
Chicago. $401 through
June 15: $451 from
June 16through
September 15. Direct
flights from New York
and Chicago to

...

are available.

Over 533,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aid~. and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15. 1975.

subject to government

------LIST OF

I ;l"EASERUSHYOUR-CURRENT
I UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
I

~

approval. See your
travel agent. write

or call:
Icelandic Airlines.

I
I
I

I

Name

,

I
I
I

Address
City

I
I
I

ICali' 'm;",e,;den"

State

Zip_

'-· -----------~

plea" add 6% sale"ax.!
!

r'4'O',.-r-l

in the

beart of Europe. F~res

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS'

L

!_-----

Luxembourg

11275 Massachusetts Ave.. Los Angeles, CA 90025
o I am enctosin~ $~.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
.

anvok

~
If you are 12to 23. our
youth fare is made for
you. 5360 round-trip

Un~I·a.me d
~~u:::;~;.nu2:,~ Scholarships

t.>

'JJ.ssthaD
IlOP..are

J

...

By presenting an I.D. In the
Physical
Educatlon
Office,
Connecticut. College students &Dd
personnel will receive free admission for era baloony .... ts for
the aflemOOO workshop. There
are only a Umited numbe( of
tickets and these must he picked
In advance.
Timed to ooinclde with Parenta
wet'.tend, tickets for the Palmer
Auditorium lecture will be free to
Connecticut College students and
their parenta, if ~ickets are

tares to

scJiedD1ed
/ airline's.
$380 thro1I!h
June 15,ani

1;;.;.;;..------S33.500~OOO

=:edfo'$s.:'
~
riFa~
receive admission to the evening
segment of Cathy's day on
","""pus. Ticket price for just the

•

gprlngfieJd,

The Conn. College men's soccer
team attended an IndOU" soccer
tournament the Saturday after
vacation at the Coast Guard
Academy. They came oot with an
overall 1~ record against top
New En&1and competition.
The camela beat the bI&bnmlted Unl.v .... lty of New Haven

Tom Deedyand
Paul Funk converge
on a :lOutnem
Connecticut
man as goalie
Jim Glick looks on
during Conn.'s first men's lacr.osse game In history.

..:..:.::.::~~~:;;;;~~;:;;;,__1-----__=~-' L
~ --
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Paul McCarthy
teamed
with Harris
Thompson
and Bill lattanzi
lolned with Dan Samelson
to
represent
ConneCTIcUT Ulllege
at the Region
1
Recreation
Tournaments
held
February
21 at
Boston University.
Conn. was one of seven schools competing
for the
Region 1 table soccer championship,
which led to a
berth in the nationals,
scheduled
to be played in
April at Southern
illinois - Edwardsville.
With over 300 participating,
Connecticut
College
was one of 40 Institutions
from
Rhode
Island,
Massachusetts,
Connecticut,
Upper New England
and Atlantic
Canada to participate.
In addition
to
the table soccer tournarnent, competition
bowling,
chess, pocket billiards
and table tennis also took
place that weekend.
Entry fees and travel
relmbursement to tournament
participants
were jointly provided
bv the
Physical
Education
and
Crozier-Williams
Departments.
In campus
play, Samelson
and Lattanzi
ranked
number one fo win a $10 cash prize.' Placing second
were Buckwheat
and Thompson
followed by Paul
Funk and Tom Slaughter.

necticut won Conn. 's opener 13-6.
Other game standouts were cocaptains Paul Funk and Andy
Smoller with midfielders Tom
Deedy, Ben Coode, Beaver
Morrin and Austin Wicke adding
to Conn.'s power. The team wss
also spared by Peter Musser,
Chris Abbot and Kim Rosenbamn
at attack and PhU Makris, Brad
Rost and Chris Cutler on defense.
Although the team was not able
to nab a victory in their first
ooting of the year and In Conn. 's
history, all In all it was an admirable periormaJice. The nw
game will be on April 17 agatnst
the University
of Hartford

Golf Reduced
Rates
.
the
Identification
passes
are
available
r '~ on a
Physical
Education
Office for a $1.00 ~ha g _
round gf gOlf aUh~J\I9r.wlch
Golf Clu .
(;

~

~_.,

...._,-----~

630 Fifth Ave.. N.Y.,
N.Y. 10020.
800-555-1212 ______
7
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Soccer------Z

The games were played on tbe
baSetbaIl Door on tbe second
stIlry of the Coast Guard Gym,
8Dd in the field house on tbe third
Door. Each teem started six
players and a lIJ01ie with ten
mimlte halvea of running time.
Conn.'s fil'Bt game waf at 9: 30
a.m. 8Dd tbelr last game wasn't
over until 6:30 that night.
Although the team often had
abort Iftaka in between gamea,
many were back to back.
Among the ten dedica ted
soccer playel'B who attended the
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Forum---------

tournament, a number were

standouts. ClarIie CIssell played
extremely well in hts balfback
:::J
A.
position tbe whole day. In addition to scoring two out of tlfte
Conn. goala, Cissell's shooting
and dribblllw kepi tbe opponents
on their toes in every game.
Bill Clark, also playing half·
back, was the only otber man in
!be scoring column 8Dd led a
number of offensive attacks.
Henry Gittenslein and Peter
Stokes played exceptlooally well
in the goal, especially
considering 'tbe hard floor and point
blank shots they had to deal with.
Finally,
the hustle of Tom
Roosevelt and Andrew Williams
proved to be an inspiring factor in
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Turntables·
Tuners
Amps.
Tapedecks
Receivers.
En .

provides

program

Tel.: 443-2282

for

beginners.
CredIt
transfer
Possible. NEA, NYSCA gra'nted.

Atelier,

Box 70, Hoosick

How to fly home in
the face of inflation.

STEREO COMPONENT
\
SERVICE

.
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bottlenecking on it. She has a
continued from page one
strong, throaty voice, with not too students who fail to turn people
great a range, but as a blues in, which is a violation of the
singer she transmits the emotion honor code."
only too well.
The Judiciary
Board also
There's little point in listing off changed its policy on publishing
all she sang; suffice its to say cases. Their former policy was to
that she began her repetoire with wait a month hefore publishing
less well-known pieces, and cases now they will do so as soon
ticipation and awareness coule closed with her popular favorites. as possible after a case is heard.
Yet in an act of real
Confidentiality will remain in
be achieved through a greater
emphasis on the role of bousr showmanship and sincerely felt force despite, according to
councils and dorno represen appreciation, when returning for Margolin, some student pressure
her first encore; she did not one, to publish the names of the oftatives.
Rising vandallsm was also • but three songs, one of which fenders as weli as the cases.
Dean Watson helieves that
topic of discussion.
Alle. "Walk on By," seems not to have
to abolish
reported on the cost of repaiMI been at all ezpected by her band. student pressure
Throughout the concert she
confidentiality arises from a
damages caused by vandala b
tenDS of man hours - 150 hour was friendly and talkative; near concern that the innocent might
per month. He gave an estimat the end she appeared by be truly suffer. She thinks feeling that
of $100,000 as the total cost 0 overwhelmed by the Palmer since confidentiality in criminal
vandalism. The use of pee audience. But when she came cases is not provided for in
pressure and heavier fines by th back for a second encore, the outside communities there is
Judiciary Board were suggeste crowd went crazy - I don't think question on whether it should be a
as possible effective means e even Ms. Raitt believed what was protection of our COIIUnWlity.
happening - A bluesy experience
dealing with the problem.
that brought only joy.

contiDued from page one
maktng process. They believed
tbat a more responsive and effective association would evolve
as needed to meet student
demands.
A vote was taken to determine
support for tbts suggestion. The
vote was close, but thooe-who
favored the continued existence
of the executive board won by a
slight margin.
At tilts point the focus of the
meeting
shifted
to a conSideration of ways to improve the
effectiveness
of SGA. Th.
problem was seen as s' cornmunications gap hew, een th,
association and the donna. It wa,
suggested that increased par-
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FilmmakIng

coDtinued fTom page elgbt
was their fine reaction to the
audience, and to the mood of the
whole affair.
Ms. Raitt plays what appeared
to be a quite simplified acoustic
guitar, and does do some find

a number of games.
The Com. Bootel'B will be
playing UConn. under tbe lights
away from home on April 14, but
return for an exhibition match
agaiJllt tbe a1umnae on Parent's
Weekend.

conUnued from page Oft ...
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THE STEREO WORKBENCH

Falls,

214 Montauk

NY 12090

Ave.

The Freedom Fare.
It's brand new, offe-ring up
to 30%savings bef'ore June 1
and after September 15. During the summer season, the
discount is 20%.Freedom Fare
seating is limited on each
The Liberty Fare.
flight, so advance reservations and pre-purchase of
You can go home and a lot
of other places besides, with tickets are required. Good
unlimited air travel at one, everywhere, except Canada.
low price. You get a choice of
The WeekendPlan.
plans, too. 7 days for $135,
Take off as early as 7 PM
14 days for $155, or 21 days
Friday--return
as late as
for $185. Goodeverywhere we .
noon Monday and save up to
fly, except Canada. Advance'
25%roundtrip between our
purchase required.
U.S.cities. Goodanytime-including holiday weekends
Group 4 to 9*
with advance reservations
Groups of 4 to 9 save up to and pre-purchase of tickets.
20%roundtrip between any.
It's your move.
of our U.S.cities. Simply
See your Travel Agent for
make reservations and purcomplete
.details on our dischase tickets 48 hours in
count
air
travel plans. Or
advance--and travel tocall Allegheny. We'll show
gether. Our Group 10 Plan
you how to fly in the face
saves larger groups up to
of inflation.
33-1/3% roundtrip.

Flying home economically
is simple when you ta.ke off
on A1.1.egheny.And take advantage of'the big choice of'
discount air travel plans.
:ror instance:
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P\. New Prolession

for
College Graduates!
"Development Specialist"
Summer Program: June 14-September 3,1976
Fall Program: September 27-December 17, 1976
If you are interested
have

acquired

in

in applying

your

four

the knowledge

years

of

college

you
to

community
- service ..
consider
a career
in
development.
Adelphi is the first university to provide advanced
training to college graduates for a career in this steadily
growing field.
A career
in development
offers
you mu ltiple
opportunities
to use your diverse talents and knowledge
in a professional capacity and gives you the opportunity
to make a contribution
to your community in
association
with top civic, cultural
and industrial
leaders.
A representative
will be on campus for group
presentations
and individual interviews on:

April

7

Check with the placement office for details as to place
and time.
For a free brochure about this career opporutnitv
mail the coupon below.

Pores subject to change without notice
• Effective Apnl l , 1976_
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IN COOPERATION
WITH
THE NATIONAL CENTER
FOR DEVELOPMENT
TRAINING

Adelph I

Suspension-

CP64

Mrs Laurel Isaacs
Development Specranst Proqraru
Umve-srrv College
Drvuon of Sceoet Progrclms
Adelph. jJnfverslty
Garden City, NY 11530
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